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INTRODUCTION

Although it has been possible to assemble about seven hundred names given to places in Tasmania by the Aborigines, mostly from the journals and other records of George Augustus Robinson, few of them have been applied to the same place by the settlers who later renamed places in Tasmania according to their own whims.

This situation is unlike that found in most other regions of Australia, where there is a sprinkling of Aboriginal names among the settlers' names, which are usually those of British places and people. The paucity of Aboriginal place names in Tasmania was, in fact, commented upon many years ago, when the Sydney Colonist of 14 April, 1838, remarked -

Whereas every district of New South Wales is quite studded with native names, yet in Van Diemen's Land the Editor "could not find after diligent enquiry, that a single locality in all Van Diemen's Land is known to the colonist by its ancient native name, or is even known to have had a native name at all. The ancient Celts and Britons left ten thousand aboriginal names of places in England and Scotland when they were nearly exterminated in the low countries and driven to the mountains of Scotland and Wales by our forefathers the Saxons. But so complete has been the extermination in Van Diemen's Land that the Aborigines of that island have left not a single wreck behind them, not even nominis umbris, the shadow of a name!"

The only Tasmanian comment on this paucity of Aboriginal names which has been seen, was a letter from J.E. Calder in the Mercury in March 1880, in which he urged the propriety of using such names of rivers, districts, mountains and so on, whenever they could be found, instead of the inappropriate English designations; and he drew attention to the widespread use of Aboriginal place names in the other Australian colonies.

There were, however, difficulties in applying Aboriginal place names in Tasmania, of which the principal one was the almost total want of real communication between Aboriginal and settler, and this was coupled with a lack of interest on the part of the settlers in anything relating to the life of the Aborigines. As a result, Aboriginal place names were not recorded. G.A. Robinson's records did not become available for study until 1950, and as a result almost the only repository of records of place names was the short list given by Joseph Milligan (1859); and when Aboriginal words of various meanings came to be used in naming small towns, there was no other ready source of them but his vocabulary. Both these were the product of his experience at the Flinders Island Aboriginal Settlement, and both of them have a number of defects.

Few of Milligan's place names were adopted as those of townships, and then were not usually applied to the place named by the Aborigines but to some other place in the same district at best. Triabunna and Corinna(?) seem to be the only Aboriginal place names which have been exactly applied.

A number of small towns and villages, largely those formed in the second half of last century received names of Aboriginal origin. These were not Aboriginal place names, but Aboriginal words of various meanings adopted as place names. More recently, since about 1920, the Hydro Electric Commission has used Aboriginal words in naming its dams and power stations. Most recently, the Tasmanian Nomenclature Board has adopted the Aboriginal place names recorded by G.A. Robinson when giving names to features earlier without name on the topographical maps issued during the last twenty years by the Tasmanian Lands Department. These Aboriginal names have been used particularly with localities in the south-west of the State. The most recent case of supposed Aboriginal naming is the use of Kutikina for the cave in the south-west earlier known as Fraser Cave: the word does not seem to be Tasmanian.

In the list of Aboriginal place names which follows, a standard presentation has been used: a key word has been chosen from the several spellings of it to designate the place; then the various references to it are listed; and finally the place is identified. Most of the names come from G.A. Robinson's records, and they are given in this list in the form written by Robinson who, as usual with his recording of Aboriginal words, attempted to give his idea of their sound by dividing words into syllables.
The identification of the places of which Robinson recorded the Aboriginal name, depends in most cases upon a knowledge of where he was at the time. This can sometimes be determined with accuracy from the descriptions given in his diary and exact plotting. Interpretation is sometimes made more difficult because Robinson did not always identify features with English names correctly.

Identifications are referred to features shown on the Tasmanian 1:100,000 Topographical Maps (Tasmaps, Lands Department, Hobart). No satisfactory system of indexing the places has been devised, and so they have been grouped under map titles. With all its defects, this system will at least enable the student to locate all recorded place names in the various mapping areas.

A good deal could be clarified by following Robinson's perambulations over the ground, and personal observations of this nature by this author since the publication of *Friendly mission* in 1966, have enabled some modification of the route maps published in it and the location of places of Aboriginal naming. However, there is still much to be done: it would be a pleasant project for active bushwalkers to retrace many of Robinson's journeys.
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ABORIGINAL PLACE NAMES

BANG.EN.ER.MENANYER
Ref:  BANG.EN.ER.MENANYER: Native Hut Creek (16/11/1831).
     BANG.EN.ER MENNANGER: Native Hut Creek. BR [R/A 118]
Identification:  B1. Probably Kenmare Creek near Lake Echo. [Shannon: V18/19 H75/76]

BANG.EN.ER.WAP.PO
Ref:  BANG.EN.ER.WAP.PO: Big River. Lairmereeener female. [R/A 117]

BEN.MAT.TIE
Ref:  PEN.MAT.TIC

BE.WAL.LAY
Ref:  BE.WAL.LAY: Big mountain seen in distance, to SW of Mount Pearse (12/6/1834).
Identification:  B3. Not definitely identifiable, but perhaps Mount Ramsay, West Coast. [Pieman: V94/94 H70/71]

BOE.KER.LI
Ref:  BOE.KER.LI: Birches Bay. B. [R/A 70; R/B 61]

BOO.BE.ALLER
Ref:  BOO.BE.ALLER: the river on the east side of Cape Portland. [R/B 50]
     BOO.I.E.UL.LER river is called by boatmen RING.HER.ROOM.ER river, the large bay
     Ring. Bay; the long point west of Cape Portland to the Ring. Point, the small island off
     this point to the E Ring. Island. [R/B 50]
     BOO.BE.ALLER River is called by the boatmen Ringeroomer R., the large bay
     Ringeroomer Bay, the long point W of Cape Portland Ringeroomer Point, the small
     islands off this point to the E Ringeroomer Islands. [R/A 46]
Identification:  B5. Great Musselroe River. [Swan Island: V78/79 H94/94]

BOW.LIN.NO
Ref:  BOW.LIN.NO: Middlesex Plains. [R/B 202]

BUR.DE.LARE
Ref:  BUR.DER.WAY
BUR.DUR.WAY
Ref: BUR.DUR.WAY: Blackmans Point (4/8/1830).
BUR.DUR.WAY: the point where the store is at Emu Bay, called Blackmans Point. [R/A 38]
(1) BUR.DER.WAY (2) BUR.DE.LARE: the point at Emu Bay. [R/A 185]
Identification: B7. Blackmans Point, Emu Bay. [Hellyer: V55 H08/08]

BUR.NANG.YE
Ref: BUR.NANG.YE: the Big Hill, Mount Wellington. [R/B 34]

BY.AC.ER.PEEN.YA
Ref: (1) BY.AC.ER.PEEN.YA (2) BY.AC.ER.PEEN.ER: Mr Hill's farm. [R/A 182] Perhaps no more than name for this farmhouse = c.f. LUBERA.PEEN.NA
Identification: B9. Farmhouse, grant of Lieutenant Hill near Campbell Town, now Quorn Hall. [St Pauls: V57/58 H44/45]

CLOUD.DE.GIVE.HE
Ref: CLOUD.DE.GIVE.HE: the Retreat, Mr Butler's farm. [R/A 183]

COR.DE.MOKE.ER
Ref: COR.DE.MOKE.ER: opposite a small island on the main. (1/7/30?) [R/B 19]

CORINNA
Ref: CORINNA: Pieman's River. [JM59]
Identification: C3. Pieman River, West Coast.

COW.WER.LUNE.NUP
Ref: COW.WER.LUNE.NUP: hill at LOW.GER.NOUN. (17/6/33) COW.ER.LUNE.NUP LOWGERNOUN hill. [R/A 163]
Identification: C4. Unnamed hill, southside Lowgernown Creek, SW Tasmania. [Olga: V40/41 H86/86]

CREE.WER.LAE.DY
Ref: CREE.WER.LAE.DY: Mount Nelson. B. [R/B 59]

DACKEELER
Ref: DACKEELER: Mount Pearse (5/6/1834).
Racecourse called DACKEELAR after Mount Pearse, hence the mountain must have its
relative "hill" which is NUM.NA.LIN.NA., hence DACKEELAR NUM.NA.LIN.NA. 
(16/6/1834).
DACKEELER: Mount Pearse. [R/A 194]
DACKEELER: Race Course; the racecourse is high country and from its clearness is 
called race course. [R/A 199]

Identification: **D1. Racecourse Plain.** [Sophia: V03/04 H92/93]

**DE.ACK.E.LAR**

Ref: DE.ACK.E.LAR: Gads Hill. [R/B 202]
Identification: **D2. Gads Hill.** [Mersey: V97/98 H29/30]

**DEEB.ER.NUNG.ER.NAIR**

Ref: DEEB.ER.NUNG.ER.NAIR: the hill opposite Captain Horton's at Ross Bridge. 
[R/A 182]
Identification: **D3. Horton Hill, Ross.** [Lake Sorell: V44/45 H37/38]

**DERTEWAY**

Ref: DERTEWAY: hill opposite to a grassy spot (13/7/1834).
Identification: **D4. Dogs Head Hill, south bank of Mersey River.** [Mersey: V02/02 H41/41]

**DIL.ER.LARE.LY**

Ref: DIL.ER.LARE.LY
Identification: **D5. Knole Plain, NW Tasmania.** [Sophia: V03/04 H77/78]

**DIL.LARE.LY**

Ref: (1) DIL.LARE.LY (2) DIL.ER.LARE.LY: Knole (12/6/1834).
DIL.ER.YOUR.HER.LARE: Knoles Plain. [R/A 195]
Identification: **D6. Tinderbox Bay.** [D'Entrecasteaux Channel. 
D'Entrecasteaux: V32/33 H26/27]

**DRAY.DAR.RIC**

Ref: DRAY.DAR.RIC: where the boat stopped in the passage. [R/B 19]
Identification: **D7. Sealers Springs, western end of Robbins Passage.** 
[Welcome: V89/90 H17/18]
DRAY.NUN.ROO.HER
Ref: DRAY.NUN.ROO.HER: the place I slept at the first night after leaving Cape Grim. [R/A 137]
DRAY.NUN.ROO.HER: the place where I slept the first night after leaving CG. [R/B 113]
Identification: D8. Campsite about 1 1/2 km south of Spring Hill. [Welcome: V91/92 H05/06]

DRAY.TER
Ref: DRAY.TER: Oyster Bay. B. [R/B 6]
Identification: D9. Great Oyster Bay, East Coast. [Freycinet.]

DRAY.WOONER
Ref: TARE.HE.NUM.NEEP

DRAY.WUN.NE
Ref: DRAY.WUN.NE: small De Wit Isle. S. [R/B 22]
Identification: D10. Maatsuyker Island. [South West Cape: V66/67 H41/41]

DREE.DING.ER
Ref: DREE.DING.ER: the place on the west coast where myself and Eumanah met with Dray. [R/A 116]

DRIL.DER.ER
Ref: DRIL.DER.ER: Emu Bay. [R/A 129]
(1) DRIL.DER.ER: the name of Emu River. (2) LY.LE.WEEN.NE: Emu Bay River. [R/B 109]
Identification: D12. Emu River. [Hellyer: V52/53 H09/10]

DROBE.BER.LER.MAR.GEN.NER
Ref: DROBE.BER.LER.MAR.GEN.NER: the country at Pipers River. [R/A 187]
DROBE.BER.LER.MUR.GEN.NER: the country at Pipers River. [R/A 196]
Identification: D13. Weymouth District. [St Patricks: V59/60 H12/13]

DRORE.CROP.PEN.NE
Ref: DRORE.CROP.PEN.NE: country W of "high peak", Bay of Fires (31/10/1830). DRORE.CROP.PEN.NE: the country I met with the natives 31/10/1830. [R/A 60]
DRORE.RORE.RER
Ref: DRORE.RORE.RER: Perkins Island. [R/B 141]
Identification: D15. Perkins Island. [Circular Head: V83/84 H36/37]

DROY.YER.LAY
Ref: DROY.YER.LAY: name of the creek where I took refreshment before coming to Boomer Creek. [R/A 65]
DROY.YER.LAY: the creek where I took refreshment before reaching Boomer Creek. [R/B 65]
Identification: D16. Lisdillon Rivulet. [Little Swanport: V18/19 H82/83]

DRY.ER.DER.BEE
Ref: DRY.ER.DER.BEE: the long point on the NW side Duck Bay at the entrance. [R/A 131]
DRY.ER.DER.BEE: the long point on the N side of Duck Bay entrance. [R/B 132]
Identification: D17. Perhaps The Jam, Duck Bay. [Circular Head: V83/84 H35/36]

DRY.MOON.ER
DRY.MOON.ER: Bashan Plains. Lairmaireener female. [R/A 117]

GHO.NEEM.MEN.NE
Ref: GHO.NEEM.MEN.NE: Barnes Bay. B. [R/B 59]

GLAN.ER.LY.WEEN.NE
Ref: GLAN.ER.LY.WEEN.NE: the river at the foot of PLICKELER mountain where the cataract is N of Middlesex Plain called Fall River. [R/A 201]
Identification: G2. Fall River, River Lea. [Sophia: V02/03 H13/14]

GO.NO.VAR
GO.NO.VAR: Friendly River (17/6/1833).
GO.NO.VAR: Friendly Island. [R/B 27]

GO.NUN.YE
Ref: GO.NUN.YE: Mt. Wellington. S. [Sterling]
GUR.NANG.YE: Mount Wellington. B. [R/B 28]
GOON.YA.LE.VIC.ER.NAR
Ref: GOON.YA.LE.VIC.ER.NAR: Mr Pike's farm Jericho. [R/A 182]
Identification: G5. Woodford Plain, Jericho. [Lake Sorell: V07/08 H25/26]

GREEN.NY.VAGE.GE
Ref: GREEN.NY.VAGE.GE: Partridge Island. [R/B 34]
[D'Entrecasteaux: V94/95 H08/09]

GUL.LER.RUL.LER.LEVE.VE
Ref: GUL.LER.RUL.LER.LEVE.VE: Black Bluff or Vale of Belvoir. [R/A 212]
Identification: G7. Vale of Belvoir (?) [Sophia: V01/02 H07/08]

GUR.NANG.YE
Ref: GO.NUN.YE

HAR.LER.BIC.ER.LER
Ref: HAR.LER.PEENDER

HAR.LER.PEENDER
Ref: (1) HAR.LER.PEENDER (2) TARE.ER.PAT.ER.TAN.NE (3) HAR.LER.BIC.ER.LER: the three names by which Double Sandy Point is known to the natives. M/CP. [R/A 109]

HOIN.NUN.RUCK
Ref: PAN.NE.NE.ER.NOKE.ER

HOLE.LER.WIN.NER
Ref: NEE.TRAR.ME.GONE.ER

HONE.DIM.MER
Ref: HONE.DIM.MER: the river to north of MINDERRENNE (18/6/1833).
HONE.DIM.MER: the river where I slept and where Jack brought a large and small wombat. [R/A 163]
HONE.DIM.MER: river south of WAR.ROUN.RIM (19/6/1833).
HONE.DIM.MER: the river where I slept and where Jack brought a large and small wombat. [R/A 163]
HOO.MORE.RE.KER
Ref: HOO.MORE.RE.KER: where the people was shot by the shepherds. MC. [R/B 17]
HOONORE.RE.KER: where the people was shot by the Cape Grim natives. [R/B 147]
Identification: H3. Suicide Bay area, Woolnorth. [Welcome: V94/95 H04/05]

HOONOO.PLIN.KER
Ref: HOONOO.PLIN.KER: Moleside (18/1/1834).
HOOMOO.PLIN.KER: the creek after passing Moleside to the westward. [R/A 184]
Identification: H4. Mole Creek, Mersey River. [Mersey: V02/03 H45/46]

ILL.RANG.GAR
Ref: ILL.RANG.GAR: Cam River (Kit/Timmy/Jenny). [R/A 185]
Identification: I1. Cam River. [Hellyer: V55/56 H02/03]

JORE.ER.BUN.ER
Ref: KOE.NOE.BREN.ER

KAB.BER.ER.DY
Ref: KAB.BER.ER.DY: Adventure Bay. [R/B 34]
Identification: K1. Adventure Bay, Bruny Island.

KALE.LONE.DOKE
Ref: KALE.LONE.DOKE: the point past the point where the cave is opposite the Doughboy Island, south of it. [R/A 187]
KALE.LONE.DOKE: the point past the one with the hole in it - south of it. [R/A 196]
Identification: K2. Southern point of Suicide Bay, Woolnorth. [Welcome: V94/95 H04/05]

KALE.MER.NAN.YER
Ref: KALE.MER.NAN.YER or MAIR.RE.LOIN.ER: name of Little Swanport. [R/A 41]
KALE.MER.NAN.YER: Little Swanport; KALE.WUNE.YER: swan. [R/B 46]
KALE.MER.NOON.YER: Little Swanport. [R/B 57]
Identification: K3. Little Swanport. [Little Swanport: V11/12 H77/78]

KALLERE.NE.NAN.NE.NER
Ref: KALLERE.NE.NAN.NE.NER: country on the east coast and is situate at the two peaked hills where I obtained the natives. [R/B 41]
Identification: K4. Vicinity of Mount Pearson. [Georges Bay: V33/34 H03/04]

KAN.IN.ER.WID.IC
Ref: KAN.IN.ER.WID.IC: inner Doughboy. [R/A 132]
KAN.IN.ER.WID.IC: the other Doughboy Island. [R/B 130]
Identification: K5. Inner Doughboy Island. [Welcome: V94/95 H03/04]
KAR.DONG.BOY
Ref: KAR.DONG.BOY: High Rocky Point. [R/B 6]
Identification: K6. High Rocky Point. [Spero: V63/64 H67/68]

KARE.HE.BUN
Ref: KARE.HE.BUN: Mount Balfour. [R/A 138]

KARE.HE.HOO.WID.DE.KER
Ref: KARE.HE.HOO.WID.DE.KER: Pyramid Rock. [R/A 132]
KARE.HE.HOO.WID.DE.KER: Pyramid. [R/B 112]
Identification: K8. Rock in vicinity of Hippo Point. [Welcome: V89/90 H03/04]

KAR.NE.KET.TEL.LAY
KAR.NE.KET.TEL.LAY: Hellyer River. [R/A 194]
Identification: K9. Hellyer River. [Hellyer: V36/37 H75/76]

KARR.RER.NOO.TONG
Ref: KARR.RER.FROO.TONG: Doughboy Islands. [R/A 132; FR probably error]
KARR.RER.NOO.TONG: the outer Doughboy Island. [R/B 130]
Identification: K10. Outer Doughboy Island. [Welcome: V95/96 H03/04]

KAR.TEE
Ref: KAR.TEE: the first river after leaving Detention River. [R/A 129]
KAR.TEE: the first river after leaving Detention River. [R/B 109]
Identification: K11. Sisters Creek (?) [Table Cape: V69/70 H78/79]

KAR.TER.LOON.NE
Ref: KAR.TER.LOON.NE: Ironpot Island. [R/A 70]
KAR.TER.LOON.NE: Ironpot Island. B. [R/B 61]
Identification: K12. Ironpot Island. [D'Entrecasteaux: V32/33 H33/34]

KEE.BUN.NA
Ref: KEE.BUN.NA: big hill to southward of KIL.LARE.LY. (12/6/1834).
KEE.BUN.NA: the big hill south of Knole place so called from its resemblance to the
tail of the kangaroo (KEE: kangaroo; BUN.NA: its tail). Jemmy. [R/A 195]
KEE.PEEN.DER
Ref: KEE.PEEN.DER: Kangaroo Point (13/7/1834).

KEE.ME.PLING.ER
Ref: KEE.ME.PLING.ER: the northern river which empties itself into Duck Bay (31/5/1832).
KEE.MEE.PLING.ER: the eastern river that runs into Duck Bay, called by the whites Deep Creek. [R/A 130]
KEE.ME.PLING.ER: the northern branch of the Duck Bay river. [R/B 111]
Identification: K15. *Deep Creek.* [Circular Head: V78/79 H44/45]

KEEN.ER.RUNG
Ref: KEEN.ER.RUNG: Mount Norfolk. [R/A 138]

KEEN.NE.VE.MOON
Ref: KEEN.NE.VE.MOON: the point on the NW side of the creek where the stile is and before reaching the usual place of encampment (Cape Grim). [R/A 123]
KEN.NE.HE.VE.MOON: the point on the NW side of the creek where the style is and before reaching the usual place of encampment. [R/B 123]
Identification: K17. *About 1km north of VDL houses. Woolnorth.* [Welcome: V94/95 H07/08]

KENNAOOK
Ref: KENNAOOK: Cape Grim. [JM59]
Identification: K18. *Cape Grim.* [Welcome: V93/94 H04/05]

KEN.NE.MER.THER.TACK.EN.loong.en.TARE
Ref: KEN.NE.MER.THER.TACK.EN.loong.en.TARE: George Town. [R/B 69]
KEN.NE.MATHER (MER.THER).TUCK.EN.loong.en.TARE: George Town. Jack. [R/B 92]

KEN.NER.NE.WID.IC
Ref: KEN.NER.NE.WID.IC: Pyramid. MC. [R/B 18]
KEN.NER.NE.WID.IC: Pyramid. [R/B 143]
Identification: K20. *Black Pyramid, islet about 32 km west of Cuvier Point, Hunter Island.*

KER.BIG.GER.DER
Ref: KER.BIG.GER.DER: Large De Wit Isle. S. [R/B 22]
KIRK.KE.WOLE LING.EN.NER

Ref: KIRK.KE.WOLE LING.EN.NER: the point bluff next to the Schoutens. [R/A 67]
     KIRK.KE.WOLE.LING.EN.NER: the point bluff next to the Schoutens. [R/B 66]

Identification: K22. *Point Geographe (?)*, Freycinet Peninsula. (Freycinet: V17/18 H06/07)

KOAN.NER.WE

Ref: KOAN.NER.WE: the country at the lagoon where I encamped 14 miles [22.4 km] E of Campbell Town over the eastern tier 2 miles [3.2 km] from the road that leads to ______ near the head of Elizabeth River. PEENG.RY.MAIR.ME.NER is the name of the tribe inhabiting this country. [R/A 181]


KOBE.BER.RER.KAT.TOLE.LER

Ref: KOBE.BER.RER.KAT.TOLE.LER: conical hill back of Vaughan’s (13/7/1834).
     KOBE.BRER.ER KAT.TOLE.LER: the conical hill back or W of Lieut Vaughan’s farm. [R/A 205]

Identification: K24. *Gibsons Sugarloaf (?).* (Meander: V93/94 H58/60)

KOE.KUN.YER

Ref: KOE.KUN.YER: Middlesex Plains. [R/A 114]
     KOE.KUN.GER: Middlesex Plains. [R/A 129]
     KOE.KUN.YER: Middlesex Plains (1) McKay’s woman (2) Lacklay. [R/B 108]


KOE.NOE.BREN.ER

Ref: KOE.NOE.BREN.ER, JORE.ER.BUN.ER: Table Mount. (a) Lairmaneener female (b) BRT. [R/A 117]
     TORERBUNER: Table Mountain. BRT. (21/12/31).

Identification: K26. *Table Mountain.* (Lake Sorell: V23/24 H11/12)

KOIN.DRIM

Ref: (1) KOIN.DRIM (2) RARN.NER.ME.DIM: Doughboy Islands. [R/A 131]
     (1) RARN.NE.BIM (2) COIN.DER.IM: Doughboy Islands. [R/A 141]
     RARN.NER.WIN: Doe Boys. MC. [R/B 17; R/B 147]
     (1) KOIN.DRIM (2) RARN.NER.ME.DIN: Doe Boy Islands. [R/B 132]

Identification: K27. *The Doughboys.* (Welcome: V94/95 H03/04)

KO.KON.NEN.GAR

Ref: KO.KON.NEN.GAR: Leven River (24/1/1834).
     KO.KON.NEN.GAR: the river at Burleigh. [R/A 185]

Identification: K28. *Medway River at Burghley hut.* (Hellyer: V11/12 H01/02)
KOLE.LEE.BER
Ref: (1) KOLE.LEE.BER (2) KOLE.LEE.BEN.ER: Pipers River. [R/A 187]
KOLE.LEE.BEN.NAR: Pipers River near George Town. [R/A 196]
Identification: K29. Pipers River at coast. [St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14]

KONE.NAR.TEN.ER
Ref: KONE.NAR.TEN.ER: Mount Thomas. M. [R/A 106]
Identification: K30. Williams Hill (?) [Forester: V55/56 H54/55]

KONE.NER.RINE.HE
Ref: KONE.NER.RINE.HE: Emu Bay (6/5/1832).
Identification: K31. Emu Bay. [Hellyer: V54/55 H08/09]

KONE.WONG.EN.ER
Ref: LORL.WONG.EN.ER

KOOP.BER.ER.KEN.TOLE.LER
Ref: KOOP.BER.ER.KEN.TOLE.LER: the country at Lieutenant Vaughan's. [R/A 114]
KOOP.BER.ER.KEN.TOLE.LER: the grassy country where Lieutenant Vaughan lives,
called by the whites Native Plains. [R/A 128]
KOOP.BER.ER.KEN.TOLE.LER: the grassy country where Fred Gough(?) lives, called by
the white people Native Plains. [R/B 108]
Identification: K32. Old Wesley Dale. [Mersey: V99/00 H53/54]

KOOP.ER.RER.PAR.TOLE.LER
Ref: KOOP.ER.RER.PAR.TOLE.LER: Moleside Creek. [R/A 184]
Identification: K33. Mole Creek. [Mersey: V02/03 H45/46]

KOR.HE.NOKE
Ref: RUM.MER.WINE.DID.IC

KOWN.RE.DIM
Ref: KOWN.RE.DIM: lagoon at NONGOR point. [R/A 138]
KOWN.RE.DIM: the lagoons at NON.GOR point. [R/B 114]
Identification: K34. Lagoons at South Downs, Mawson Bay. [Welcome: V63/64 H01/02]
KOY.BUN.DY

Ref: KOY.BUN.DY: Rocky Point on N coast. [R/A 128]
KOY.BUN.DY: Rocky Point. Trug(?). [R/B 106]

Identification: **K35. Rocky Cape.** (Table Cape: V76/77 H74/75)

KREE.WER

Ref: KREE.WER: Little Sandy Bay (HT), (16/1/1831).
KREE.WER: Little Sandy Bay; here was a large native village. WOORRADEDY. [R/A 69]
KREE.WER: Little Sandy Bay; at this place the natives had a large village. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: **K36. Little Sandy Bay, River Derwent.** (Derwent: V48/49 H29/30)

KRI.BIG.GER.RER

Ref: KRI.BIG.GER.RER: the NEEDWONNEE country around Coxes Bight. [R/A 53]
KRI.BIG.GER.RER: the country at about Coxes Bight. [R/B 55]
KRI.BIG.GER.RER: is the NEED.WON.NE country. [R/B 55]

Identification: **K37. Country of Cox Bight.** (Old River: V84/85 H37/38)

KUL.LE.WARE.PER.MIN.NER

Ref: KUL.LE.WARE.PER.MIN.NER: Massy's farm. [R/A 182]

Identification: **K38. Elderslie, Ben Lomond Rivulet.** (South Esk: V77/78 H40/41)

KUNARRA - KUNNAH

Ref: KUNARRA - KUNNAH: Georges River district. [JM59]

Identification: **K39. George River district.** (Georges Bay: V25/26 H04/05)

KUN.ER.MUR.LUKE.KER

Ref: KUN.ER.MUR.LUKE.KER: the Launceston River. [R/A 128]
KUN.ER.MUR.LUKE.HER: the Launceston River. Jack. [R/B 107]

Identification: **K40. Tamar River, northern Tasmania.**

KUTA LINAH

Ref: KUTA LINAH: Jordan River. [JM59]

Identification: **K41. Jordan River.** (Lake Sorell: V10/11 H21/22)

LAG.GE.NER

Ref: LAG.GE.NER: Cape Grim. [GAR ms.]
LAG.GE.NER: Cape Grim. [R/B 77]
LAG.GE.NER: Cape Grim. CG. [R/B 145]

Identification: **L1. Cape Grim.** (Welcome: V93/94 H04/05)
LAKE.KEL.LER

Ref: LAKE.KEL.LER: North Esk. [R/A 183]


LALE.WONG.EN.ER

Ref: (1) LALE.WONG.EN.ER (2) LEE.NER.TER.CUT.TEL.ER (3) POON.ER.LUT.TEN.ER: the rugged mountain near Brougham River. POON.ER.LUT.TEN.ER: the round peak resembling a cupola. (13/8/1831).
(1) LALE.WONG.EN.ER M (2) LEE.NER.TER.CUT.TEL.ER CP (3) POON.ER.LUT.TEN.ER: the name of Mount Cameron; the latter name is that of the small round peak resembling a cupola. [R/A 100]

Note: LALE.WONG.EN.ER and NALE.WALK.EN.ER are perhaps the same. A ground survey needed.


LAMABBELE

Ref: LAMABBELE: Southport. [JM59]

Identification: L4. Southport. (Huon: V91/92 H97/98)

LANG.ER.RARE.ROUNE

Ref: LANG.ER.RARE.ROUNE: the large island at Macquarie Harbour where the settlement is (30/4/1833).
LANG.ER.RARE ROUNE: the large island at Macquarie Harbour where the settlement is. [R/A 166]

Identification: L5. Sarah Island, Macquarie Harbour. [Cape Sorell: V05/06 H72/73]

LANG.ER.REN.NEN.NE

Ref: LANG.ER.REN.NEN.NE: Mussel Roe River (11/12/1830).
LANG.ER.REN.NEN.NE: Mussel Roe. [R/B 43]
LANG.ER.REN.NER.NE: Mussel Roe River. [R/B 84]


LAN.NE.RER.NER

Ref: LAN.NE.RER.NER: the point opposite Maria Island, the easternmost point down the coast; the coast takes a bend round this point, this bend is a long sandy beach called (1) TRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER (2) QUARE.RE.TING.EN.NER. [R/A 67]
LAN.NE.RER.NER: the point opposite Maria Island, the eastern most point round the cr. the ct. takes a bend round this point. In this bend is a long sandy beach called (1) TRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER (2) QUARE.RE.TING.EN.NER. [R/B 66]

Identification: L7. Cape Bernier (?) [Prosser: V68/69 H77/78]
LAN.NER PLICK.KILLER

Ref: LAN.NER PLICK.KILLER: Boomer Hills (16/7/1834).
LAN.NER PLICKERWAY: the country situate between E end of TARRANEEMERE and the W end of Rolands Mountain between the two and rather to the northward (sketch). [R/A 209]
LAR.NY.PLICKE: situate between Rollands and Gog, so called from the vast number of large ants; LAR.NY.LARE the horse emmet. Jenny. [R/A 206]

Identification: L8. Country around Claude Road - Clydebank (with Boomer Hills [Booneys Tier?] lying to the north). (Forth: V12/13 H40/42)

LARE.KIL.ER.LARE

Ref: NA.MOE.NO

LARE.NER

Ref: LARE.NER: St Georges Rocks. Sall. (28/10/1830).
LARE.NER: Georges Rocks. [R/A 53]
LARE.NER: Georges Rocks. Sall. [R/B 55]


LAR.ER.DEEN.ER

Ref: LAR.ER.DEEN.ER: ridge of hills north of Mount Frederick on north of LUETH.ER.WAC.CRACK.EN.ER. (M.) [R/A 106]

Identification: L10. Whiterock Tier (?) [Cape Portland: V66/67 H60/61]

LARE.RE.LAR

Ref: LARE.RE.LAR: Wandle River, so named from the number of platypus found in the river (LARE.RE.LAR is platypus). (12/6/1834).
LARE.RE.GUN.GAR: Wandle River so called from the number of platypus found in it; LARE.RE.EE.LAR is the name for platypus. Jenny. "As nomenclatures I think the aborigines excel as the names given by the whites are arbitrary." [R/A 194]


LARE.RER.PEEL.ER

Ref: LARE.RER.PEEL.ER: Netherby (7/6/1834).
LARE.RER.PEEL.ER: Netherby. [R/A 195]

Identification: L12. Netherby Plain. [Sophia: V01/03 H80/82]

LAR.RER.MO.WINE.DRUM

Ref: LAR.RER.MO.WINE.DRUM: the cascade after leaving the high land (15/6/1832).
LAR.RER.MO.WINE.DRUM: the waterfall. [R/A 132]
LAR.RER.MO.WINE.DRUM: the waterfall. [R/B 112]

Identification: L13. Waterfall at Studland Bay. [Welcome: V86/87 H05/06]
LAR.ER.POON.NE
Ref: LAR.ER.POON.NE: Bay of Fires. Sail, Jumbo. [R/A 54; R/B 56]

LAR.ER.RUNG.ER.NUN.NE
Ref: LAR.ER.RUNG.ER.NUN.NE: Big Mussel Roe. Tibb. [R/A 86]

LAR.HOPE.PE
Ref: PARMONE.ER

LARN.ER.RANG.EN.ER MORE.TER.MOON.ER
Ref: LARN.ER.RANG.EN.ER MORE.TER.MOON.ER: Success River (12/8/1831).

LARN.ER.RENK.TER
Ref: LARN.ER.RENK.TER: the west inlet. [R/B 25]
Identification: L17. *West Inlet, Circular Head*. [Circular Head: V80/83 H49/54]

LAR.NY.PLICKE
Ref: LAN.NER.PLICK.KILLER

LAR.RAP.PEE
Ref: LAR.RAP.PEE: Table Cape river. [R/B 52]
Identification: L18. *Inglis River*. [Table Cape: V61/62 H93/94]

LAR.RAT.TER
Ref: LAR.RAT.TER: name of white rock at Waterloo Point (11/1/1831).
LAR.RER.TORE.RONE
Ref: LAR.RER.TORE.RONE: the long point past Arthur River - between the river and Sandy Cape, see sketch. [R/A 138]
Identification: L20. Sundown Point. (Sandy Cape: V45/46 H03/04)

LAR.TEEN.GAR.LARE
Ref: LAR.TEEN.GAR.LARE: the country where I got the mineral. PS. (27-28/4/32). [R/A 127]
LAR.TIN.KER: the country where the mineral is procured. [R/A 129]
LAR.TIN.KER: the country where I got the plumbago or black lead. [R/B 109]
LAR.TEEN.GAR.LAR: the country where they get the black sand (?). [R/B 105]
Identification: L21. Not yet located; perhaps about 3km SE of Mount Housetop on unnamed western branch of Laurel Creek, where granite and conglomerate are in contact. [Hellyer: V24/25 H08/09]

LAR.TE. LOON.NER.VER.NER
Ref: LAR.TE. LOON.NER.VER.NER: the big mountain range between Mount Pedder and Mount Frederick. M. [R/A 108]
Identification: L22. Mt Strouach (?) [Forester: V41/42 H47/48]

LAR.TIN.KER
Ref: LAR.TEEN.GAR.LARE

LAR.TIT.ICK.IT.HE.KER
Ref: LAR.TIT.ICK.IT.HE.KER: Quamby Bluff, so called by the TYER.HE.NO.YE PURNITUR. Eumanah. [R/A 113]

LAR.TUR.ER.LY.NEVE.VE
Ref: LAR.TUR.ER.LY.NEVE.VE: Forth River. [R/A 183]
Identification: L24. Forth River. [Forth: V43/44 H37/38]

LAY.BER.LOW.WER.IC
Ref: LAY.BER.LOW.WER.IC: West Point where the shepherds hut is; Southdown hut (21/2/1834).
LAY.BER.LOW.WER.IC: the river of West Point where the shepherds hut is. [R/A 187]
Note: apparently the same place as LOON.NE.TOOK
Identification: L25. South Downs, West Point. [Welcome: V63/64 H02/03]
LAY.DE.MUT.RICK
Ref: LAY.DE.MUT.RICK: 2 miles [3.2 km] from the hut at Studland Bay (15/6/1832).
LAY.DE.MUT.RICK: the place I slept at the second night about 2 miles [3.2 km] past the hut at Studland Bay. [R/A 137]
LAY.DE.MUT.RICK: the place I slept the second night about 2 miles [3.2 km] past the hut at Studland Bay. [R/B 113]

Identification: L26. Calm Bay (?) [Welcome: V80/81 H06/07]

LAY.DE.WY.HE.DEEK
Ref: LAY.DE.WY.REEK

LAY.DE.WY.REEK
Ref: (1) LAY.DE.WY.REEK (2) LAY.DE.WY.HE.DEEK: the second river (23/7/1833).
(1) LAY.DE.WY.REEK (2) LAY.DE.WY.HE.DEEK: second river. [R/A 171]

Identification: L27. Little Henty River. [Pieman: V51/52 H51/52]

LAY.HOON.NER
Ref: LAY.HOO.NER: islands (24/6/1830).
LAY.HOON.NER: Doe Boys Rock. [R/B 145]

Identification: L28. The Doughboys. [Welcome: V94/95 H03/04]

LAY.RANG.HER
Ref: LAY.RANG.HER: Circular Head River. Moonatree. [R/B 24]

Identification: L29. Ghost Creek (?) [Circular Head: V79/80 H54/55]

LAY.RAP.PEN.THE LAY.RAP.PEN.TIC
Ref: LAY.RAP.PEN.THE: country at Mussel Roe (11/12/1830).
LAY.RAP.PEN.THE: the country at Muscle Row. [R/B 43]
LAY.RAP.PEN.TIC: the country at Little Mussel Roe. [R/B 84]

Identification: L30. Vicinity of Little Musselroe Bay. [Swan Island: V85/87 H85/88]

LAY.RIM.NOKE
Ref: MARN.HE.LUD.IC

LE.BRA.LA.WAG.GE.NA
Ref: LE.BRA.LA.WAG.GE.NA or LE.BRA.LA.WAG.GE.NA: Hobart Town. OYB. [Bedford ms.]

Identification: L31. In list printed by Beattie (1914) LE.BRA.LA.WAG.GE.NA appears as three different words: LEBTALÀ, THA.GEN.NA, and WAG.GE.NA. Hobart Town.

LEEABERRYACK
Ref: LEEABERRA or LEEABERRYAEK: Douglas River. [JM59]
LEE.ER.PAIR.RE.NER: river where GAR stopped this night (8/1/1831).
LEE.ER.BAIR.RE.ME.NAN.YER: river where GAR stopped and the natives caught
swans (11/1/1831).
LEE.ER.PAIR.RE.NER: the river where I stopped this night (8/1/1831). Another entry
[R/A 63] states that it is the river GAR forded before crossing to Great Swanport.
[R/A 62]
LEE.ER.BAIR.REF M.E.NA.N.YER: the river where the rock stands up. [R/A 64]
LEE.ER.PAIR.RE.NER: the river where I stopped for the night on 8 January and where
the people killed several swans on the E coast. [R/B 61-62]
LEE.ER.PAIR.RE.NER: the river I forded before crossing to Great Swanport. [R/B 62]
LEE.ER.BAIR.REF: the river where the Pyramidal Rock stands up; this is the river
where I bivouacked for the night and where the natives caught the swans. [R/B 63]

Identification: L32. Douglas River. [Break O’ Day: V73/74 H05/06]

LEE.AWULENA
Ref: LEE.AWULENA: Lake St Clair. [JM59]
Identification: L33. Lake St Clair. [Nive: V37/38 H33/34]

LEE.ER.MANG.EN.ER M.E.NA.N.YER
Ref: LEE.ER.MANG.EN.ER M.E.NA.N.YER: Prosser River (14/1/1831).
LEE.ER.MANG.EN.ER M.E.NA.N.YER: Prosser River. Boundary of the
LAIR.MAIR.REF M.E.NA.N.YER and PYE.EN.DAY.MAIR.REF M.E.NA.N.YER nations. [R/A 68]
LEE.ER.MANG.LIT.ER MANENY: Prossers River. [R/B 65]

Identification: L34. Prosser River. [Prosser: V88/89 H72/73]

LEE.HAR.RA.WAY.TAR
Ref: WORE.KEN.ER

LEE.LERE.RE LUN.ER.LAY
Ref: LEE.LERE.RE LUN.ER.LAY: Black Bluff Mountain. [R/A 201]


LEE.LY
Ref: LEE.LY: name of my farm or where the house stands. [R/A 186]

Identification: L36. G.A. Robinson’s grant at Missionary Bay, Bruny Island.
[D’Entrecasteaux: V20/21 H27/28]

LEE.M.TY.ER.RE.AT.TER
Ref: LEE.M.TY.ER.RE.AT.TER: the river I crossed at Amos farm. [R/A 65; R/B 65]


LEE.N.DIM.ROO.ER
Ref: LEE.N.DIM.ROO.ER: Welcome River (23/6/1832).
LEE.N.DIM.ROO.ER: the Welcome River where I conferred with the natives, i.e. West
Point tribe. [R/A 139]
LEE.N.DIM.ROO.ER: the Welcome River where I met the native, i.e. Jack (Big).
[R/B 115]

LEE.NER.TER.CUT.TEL.ER
Ref: LALE.WONG.EN.ER

LEENG.EN.TER.CUT.TEL.ER
Ref: NALE.WALK.EN.ER

LEENG.TEN.NER
Ref: LEENG.TEN.NER: Tomahawk River (17/8/1831).
LEENG.TENG.ER: Tomahawk River. M/CP. [R/A 106]

LEEN.NER.TUN.TAR.NE
Ref: LEEN.NER.TUN.TAR.NE: RING.ER.ROOM.ER Point. [R/B 58]

LEE.WIN.NER
Ref: LEE.WIN.NER: a river before reaching TEEM.NON.DOO.HER. (17/6/1832).
LEE.WIN.NER: a river before reaching TEEMNONDOOHER. [R/A 137]
LEE.WIN.NER: another river before reaching TEEM.NON.DOO.HER. [R/B 113]
Identification: L41. *Unnamed stream between Mount Cameron and Green Point*. [Welcome: V69/70 H05/06]

LEILLATEAH
Ref: LEILLATEAH: Recherche Bay. [JM59]
Identification: L42. *Recherche Bay*. [South East Cape: V77/78 H92/93]

LE.LARE.RE.LOWE.WEL.LER
Ref: LE.LARE.RE.LOWE.WEL.LER: Vale of Belvoir. [R/A 183]
Identification: L43. *Vale of Belvoir*. [Sophia: V01/02 H07/08]

LERE.RO.WIN.NER
Ref: LERE.RO.WIN.NER: Waterhouse Island. CP. [R/A 110]
Identification: L44. *Waterhouse Island*. [Cape Portland: V83/84 H53/54]

LID.DY.WY.DEVE
Ref: (1) LID.DY.WY.DEVE (2) LID.DY.WY.DEVE.VER: Pieman River. [R/A 157]
LIDE.WANE.NE

Ref:  LIDE.WANE.NE: Sandy Bay Point. WOORRADEDY. [R/A 69]
     LIDE.WANE.NE: Sandy Bay Point. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: L46. Sandy Bay Point, Hobart. [Derwent: V48/49 H28/29]

LIER.MAB.BEN.NER

Ref:  LIER.MAB.BEN.NER: Pass through mountains by Black Charlies (16/1/1831).
     LIER.MAB.BEN.NER: Black Charlies opening. LSP. [R/B 59]

Identification: L47. Black Charlies Opening. [Prosser: V75/76 H43/44]

LIME.LIN.ER.TORE.HE

Ref:  LIME.LIN.ER.TORE.HE: point on the west side of the Mersey River. [R/A 128]
     LIME.LIN.ER.TORE.HE: point on the west side of the Mersey River. [R/B 107]

Identification: L48. Opposite Liena (?) [Mersey: V99/00 H35/36]

LIM.LACK.ER.MUNG.GAR

Ref:  LIM.LACK.ER.MUNG.GAR: place where Jemmy's tribe camped about 1 1/2 miles
     [2.4 km] from Chilton (5/6/1834).
     LIM.LACK.ER.MUNG.GAR: 1 1/2 m. [2.4 km] SW of Chilton cottage and where
     PROBELATNER had a hut some years before, there was then a very large tribe of
     natives; all that was left to mark the spot was a few organic remains of kangaroo
     and wombat, trees that had been barked, indications which would be passed unnoticed
     by strangers; the natives would not sit near the spot or touch the bones from the belief
     that they should be sick if they did. I amused myself by throwing pieces of bone at
     them. [R/A 194]

Identification: L49. Region junction of Hellyer and Fossey Rivers, south of Chilton Bridge (?) [Hellyer: V11/12 H88/89]

LINE.NE.LOOM.MA

Ref:  LINE.NE.LOOM.MA: bush at the marsh from Coxes Bight. [R/B 45]

Identification: L50. Low country at Breakspeare Creek, Cox Bight. [Old River: V85/86 H35/36]

LING.HE

Ref:  NIB.BER.LOON.NE.

LING.HE.NUER

Ref:  LING.HE.NUER: country opposite Mount Norfolk (2/9/1833).
     LING.HE.NUER: the country opposite Mount Norfolk. [R/A 180]

Identification: L51. Country west of Mount Norfolk. [Sandy Cape: V09/10 H25/26]

LINT.YER

Ref:  LINT.YER: the big hill at the back of Mr Butchers farm. OYB. [R/B 59]

Identification: L52. Butchers Hills. [Derwent: V65/66 H35/36]
LOB.LO.HOIN PAY.VER.ROKE
Ref: LOB.LO.HOIN PAY.VER.ROKE: the north beach opposite Mr Taws. LEE.LING.ER. [R/A 171]
Identification: L53. Ocean Beach. [Cape Sorell: V25/26 H53/54]

LOCK.CRUCK.HE.YOULL.ER
Ref: LOCK.CRUCK.HE.YOULL.ER: the hill to the north of Mr Butlers farm. [R/A 183]
Identification: L54. Unnamed hill between Ashley and Meander River. [Meander: V03/04 H75/76]

LOE.GEN.ER MEN.NAN.YER
Ref: LOE.GEN.ER MEN.NAN.YER: Clyde River at Crescent Lake (21/12/1831).
LOE.GEN.ER MENNANGER: Clyde River. BRT. [R/A 118]
Identification: L55. River Clyde. [Lake Sorell: V31/32 H12/13]

LOE.MEE.ET.ER
Ref: MARN.HE.LUD.IC

LOE.NAR.PO
Ref: (1) LOE.NAR.PO (2) TOP.PLEEN.NO: the country to the westward of Mr Gardeners farm. [R/A 114]
(1) LOE.NAR.PO (2) TOP.PLEEN.NO: the country where Mr Gardener lives. [R/B 108]
(1) LOE.NAR.PO (2) TOP.PLEEN.NO: the grassy country where Mr Gardener lives at the westward [R/A 128]

LOETH.MAR.RER TEEK.ER.LONE.ER
Ref: LOETH.MAR.RER TEEK.ER.LONE.ER: Prossers Plains (15/1/1831).
LOETH.MAR.RER TEEK.ER.LONE.ER: Prossers Plains; the name for plains TEEK.ER.LONE.ER. [R/A 68]

LOE.TROU.WIT.ER
Ref: LOE.TROU.WIT.ER: Brune or S name for great island of VDL. [R/A 132]
Identification: L58. Name of great island of Van Diemen's Land.

LOE.TRY
Ref: LOE.TRY: western mountains at GC Clark's. [GAR MS.]
LOE.TUM PINE.DER
Ref: LOE.TUM PINE.DER: the place where Lieutenant Hawkins farm (12/1/1831). [R/A 66]
LOE.TUM PINE.DER: the place where Lieutenant Hawkins farm is. [R/B 65]
Identification: L60. Ravensdale. [Little Swanport: V09/10 H77/78]

LOE.WOCK.EN.NER
Ref: LOE.WOCK.EN.NER: Peak Barren at Captain Robsons farm. [R/A 183]
Identification: L61. Archers Knob (Spring Lawn), Port Sorell. [Tamar: V45/46 H68/69]

LOE.WON.TUME.ME.TER
Ref: LOE.WON.TUME.ME.TER: country west of the Huon River and north of Arthurs Mount. [R/B 39]
Identification: L62. Lake Pedder region (?) [Old River: V36/37 H39/40]

LOIN.DIM
Ref: LOIN.DIM: the second point after leaving Mount Cameron. [R/A 124]
LOIN.DIM: the second point after leaving Mount Cameron. [R/B 120]
Note: R/A entry refers to GAR's journey from Cape Grim to Arthur River in June 1832: LOIN.DIM apparently another name for POIN.ER.RUD.DICK.
Identification: L63. Pavement Point (?) [Welcome: V67/68 H00/01]

LOIN.NE.KUM.ME
Ref: LOIN.NE.KUM.ME: Arthur Mountains. [R/A 72]
LOIN.NE.KUM.ME: Arthur Mountains. [R/B 60]
LOIN.NE.KUM.ME: Arthur Mountains. [R/A 114]
Identification: L64. Arthur Range. [Old River: V18/27 H35/50]

LONG.TAR.LAN.NER.NER
Ref: LONG.TAR.LAN.NER.NER: Clark Island. TL Sall. [R/B 49]
LONG.TAR.LAN.NER.NER: Clark Island. Tyreloore Sall. [R/A 46]
Identification: L65. Clarke Island. [Swan Island: V12/13 H00]

LONG.WE.MING.ER
Ref: LONG.WE.MING.ER: Petrel Island. [R/B 10]
Identification: L66. Petrel Islands. [Welcome: V06/06 H24/25]

LOO.ING.LONG.EN.TER
Ref: LOO.ING.LONG.EN.TER: large hill SW of entrance of Prosser River (15/1/1831).
LOO.ING.LONG.EN.TER: a large hill on the SW or opposite side to TIEN.NER.BAR.RAC.TER.TIN.NER. [R/B 66]
Identification: L67. Shed Hill. [Prosser: V86/87 H70/71]
LOOM.MER.RER.NET.TEN.NE

Ref: LOOM.MER.RER.NET.TEN.NE: name of the country belonging to the TRAW.WOOL.WAY nation; extends along the coast from Big Muscle Row to Cape Portland and as far back as the hills where I found MAN.NE.LER.GEN.NE. [R/B 58]

Identification: L68. Country to eastward of Cape Portland, bounded on south by Great Musselroe and Ringarooma Rivers. [Swan Island: V78/79 H88/89]

LOON.DER

Ref: (1) LOON.DER (2) TRIT.TER.RE: names of the Ben Lomond country. [R/B 25]

Identification: L69. Fingal Valley. [St. Pauls: V74/90 H60/81]

LOON.NER.MAR.KOE.MEN.YE

Ref: LOON.NER.MAR.KOE.MEN.YE: Ralphs Bay Neck. B. [R/A 70]
LUNE.NE.MAR.KOME.MEN.YER: East Bay Neck. OYB. [R/A 72]
LOOE.NE.MAR.KOME.MEN.YER: E. Bay Neck. OYB. [R/B 59]
LOON.NER.MAR.KOE.MEN.YE: Ralphs Bay Neck. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: L70. East Bay Neck. [Prosser: V50/51 H66/67]

LOON.NE.TOOK

Ref: LOON.NE.TOOK: campsite between West Point and Bluff Hill Point (sketch map). (18/6/1832).
LOON.NE.TOOK: lagoon at TAY.RIM; the country here is studded with trees. [R/A 138]
LUNE.NE.TOOK: the lagoons at the Studland at TAY.RIM. [R/B 114]

Identification: L71. South Downs (?) [Welcome: V63/64 H01/02]

LOON.WON.NY.LOWE

Ref: LOON.WON.NY.LOWE: the country at Brune Island. B. [R/B 34]

Identification: L72. Bruny Island (North Bruny?), D'Entrecasteaux Channel.

LORE.BY.LAR.NER

Ref: LORE.BY.LAR.NER: Betsy Island. B. [R/A 70]
LORE.BY.LAR.NER: Betsys Island. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: L73. Betsey Island, Storm Bay. [D'Entrecasteaux: V32/34 H39/40]

LOREL.WONG.EN.NER

Ref: LOREL.WONG.EN.NER: Little Muscle Row or the point of land. [R/B 40]
LOR.E.L.WONG.EN.NER: Little Muscle Row. [R/B 58]
(a) LORL.WONG.EN.NER CP (b) KONE.WONG.EN.ER M: Mount Frederick. [R/A 106]

Identification: L74. Eastern entrance of Little Musselroe River. [Swan Island: V86/87 H87/88]
LORE.PUR.RER.LEE.VER.LER
Ref: LORE.PUR.RER.LEE.VER.LER: the country at the Arthur Mountains belonging to the KUM.DE.MAIR.RE.MER.NER. [R/A 72; R/B 59]
Identification: L75. Arthur Plains and headwaters Huon River (?) [Old River: V20/28 H42/53]

LOR.ER.NUL.RAY.TIT.TE.YER
Ref: LOR.ER.NUL.RAY.TIT.TE.YER: Port Dalrymple. [R/B 44; R/B 83]
Identification: L76. Port Dalrymple. [Tamar: V52/53 H82/83]

LORE.TEM.MEN.ER
Ref: LORE.TEM.MEN.ER: the hill where I encamped when Ryde (?) and McLeod (?) hen (?) to me. Eastern Marshes. [R/B 142]
Note: there were several incidents during GAR's visit to the Eastern Marshes when white men came to his camp - the superintendent of Hobbs' farm on 24/10/31; the arrival of Tyrrell and McGeary on 30/10/31 (?) and the visit of a constable on 1/11/31.
Identification: L77. Big Red Hill, Eastern Marshes (?) [Little Swanport: V04/05 H54/55]

LORTH.ENG.HAD.JICK
Ref: LORTH.ENG.HAD.JICK: Port Sorell. Tunninght Jack. [R/A 101]
Identification: L78. Port Sorell. [Tamar: V40/41 H64/65]

LOTH.MAR.RI.NER
Ref: LOTH.MAR.RI.NER: Prossers Plains. [R/B 23]

LOW.GER.NOWN
Ref: LOW.GER.NOWN: the first river after leaving GO.NO.VAR, and stopped for the night (29/3/1830).
LOGERNOUN: (18/5/1833).
LOWGERNOUN: a favourite resort of the aborigines (19/5/1833).
LOWGERROUN, MINDERROUN: (14/6/1833).
LOWGERNOUN: south of Rocky Point (3/8/1833).
LOW.GER.NOWN: the river where the natives went away. [R/B 20]
Identification: L80. Little Rocky River, Elliott Bay. [Olga: V41/42 H84/85]

LOW.LUN.YER
Identification: L81. Lake Echo. [Shannon: V26/38 H66/73]
LOW.WORE.KER

Ref: 
LOW.WORE.KER: where the people was shot. RIT. [R/B 17]
LOW.WORE.KER: where the people was shot by the shepherds. CG. [R/B 32]
LOW.WORE.KER: where the people was shot by the men (?). T. [R/B 148]

Note: see journal 22,24/6/1830.

Identification: L82. Cape Grim, Suicide Bay area, Woolnorth. {Welcome: V94/95 H04/05}

LOY.DE LEVE.VE.LINE.NE

Ref: 
LOY.DE LEVE.VE.LINE.NE: Champhion farm or Bill the Luggerer. [R/A 186]

Note: Frederick and Valentine Champion were early settlers in Hobart Town. One or both of them had a farm on Bruny Island, but its whereabouts has not been found. "Bill the Luggerer" may have been William Shiers (FM, 24/2/34).

Identification: L83. Farm on Bruny Island but situation not located.

LOY.DEN.NEW

Ref: 
LOY.DEN.NEW: sandy beach near the Huon River where the tent was. [R/B 34]


LOY.ER.MUN.DOON

Ref: 
LOY.ER.MUN.DOON: the rocky point a short distance E of Mr Reeves house. [R/A 132]
LOY.ER.MUN.DOON: the small point a short distance E of Mr Reeves house. [R/B 131]

Identification: L85. Northern point of Shoal Inlet, Woolnorth (?) {Welcome: V93/94 H09/10}

LOY.MUT.TE

Ref: 
LOY.MUT.TE: the point or country between Table Cape and Cave Boat Harbour. [R/A 128; R/B 106]

Identification: L86. Vicinity of Ratho (?) {Table Cape: V66/67 H90/91}

LUBERA.PEEN.NA

Ref: 
LUBERA.PEEN.NA: Mr Jellicho. [R/A 182]

Identification: L87. "Camelford", Campbell Town. {St Pauls: V56/57 H43/44}

LUE.BER.NO.YOUL.LER

Ref: 
LUE.BER.NO.YOUL.LER: D'Entrecasteaux Channel. [R/B 34]

Identification: L88. D'Entrecasteaux Channel.

LUE.BER.RER.NEN.NER

Ref: 
(1) LUE.BER.RER.NEN.NER (2) WORE.KAR.LEN.NER: Peak Hill or Mt Deception (2/11/1830).
LUE.BER.RER.NEN.NER: Mount Deception. [R/B 25]
LUE.BER.RER.NEN.NER: Mount Deception. [R/B 139]

Identification: L89. Mount William. {Swan Island: V70/71 H99/00}
LUE.BER.RER.NE.TER.NE
Ref:  LUE.BER.RER.NE.TER.NE: Little Muscle Row. [R/B 58]
Identification: L90. Little Musselroe River. [Swan Island: V85/86 H87/88]

LUE.BINE.NE
Ref:  LUE.PINE.NER

LUEENA LANGHTA MURACOMYIACK
Ref:  LUEENA LANGHTA MURACOMYIACK: East Bay Neck. [JM59]

LUE.ING.LONG.EN.TER
Ref:  LUE.ING.LONG.EN.TER: the big hill on the west side of Prosser River near the entrance. [R/A 68]
LUE.ING.LONG.EN.TER: the big river W side Prosser River near the entrance. [R/B 66]
Identification: L92. Shed Hill. [Prosser: V86/87 H70/71]

LUE.MER.RER.NAN.NER
Ref:  LUE.MER.RER.NAN.NER: E name of Cape Portland, Jumbo N, TAN.LE.NONE.YER B or RING.ER.ROOM.MER. [R/B 48]
LUE.MER.RER.NAN.NER: E name of Cape Portland or RING.ER.ROOM.MER, Jumbo N, TANLEBONEYER E. [R/A 43]
Identification: L93. Cape Portland. [Cape Portland: V89/90 H79/80]

LUE.PINE.NER
Ref:  (1) LUE.PINE.NER (2) MORE.HE.TER: the long point on the west side of Port Sorell. [R/A 128]
(1) LUE.PINE.HER (2) MORE.HE.TER: the long point on the west side of Port Sorell. (McKays woman.) [R/B 107]
LUE.BINE.NER: Westbury. [R/A 184]
Identification: L94. Port Sorell. [Tamar: V47/48 H60/61]

LUETH.CRAC.EN.ER
Ref:  LUETH.CRAC.EN.ER: high peak from which Mount Deception could be seen (31/10/1830).
LUETH.KRAC.EN.ER: the peaked hill where I saw the native smoke. E. [R/B 25]
Identification: L95. Mt Pearson (?) [Georges Bay: V33/34 H03/04]
LUETH.WOC.KEN.ER
Ref: LUETH.WOC.KEN.ER: camped about two miles [3.2 km] W of this place (18/8/1831). LUETHWACKRACKENER: where discovered wallaby put in tree on 16/8/1831, (20/8/1831). LUETH.ERWAC CRACK.EN.ER: hill about 3 miles [4.8 km] north of Mount Frederick, the ridge near to where we stopped. M CP. [R/A 105]
Identification: L96. Little Mount Horror (?) [Forester: V59/60 H68/69]

LUGHRETTA
Ref: LUGHRETTA: small island halfway between Maria Island and the main land. [JM59]
Identification: L97. Lachlan Island. [Prosser: V78/79 H80/81]

LUKE.ET.TER MARKOMEENGE
Ref: LUKE.ET.TER MARKOMEENGE: the native road from Kemps Marsh at Sorell Lake to the Lagoon of Islands. BRT. [R/A 113]
Identification: L98. Interlaken road. [Lake Sorell: V34/35 H09/10]

LUMERA GENENA WUGGELENA
Ref: LUMERA GENENA WUGGELENA: St Patricks Head. [JM59]
Identification: L99. St Patricks Head. [Break O’Day: V96/97 H03]

LUNAWANNA - ALONNAH
Ref: LUNAWANNA - ALONNAH: Brune Island. [JM59]
Identification: L100. Brune Island, D’Entrecasteaux Channel.

LUNE.NE.MAR.KOME.MEN.YER
Ref: LOON.NER.MAR.KOME.MEN.YER

LUNG.HER
Ref: LUNG.HER: Acteon Reef. [R/B 34]
Identification: L101. Actaeon Island. [South East Cape: V80/81 H99/00]

LUR.KAR.GENER PURN.TOBEBEN.ER
Ref: LUR.KAR.GENER PURN.TOBEBEN.ER: Campbell Town Tier. [R/A 182]
Identification: L102. Campbell Town Mountain. [St Pauls: V62/64 H52/53]

LY.AR.DONE.NER
Ref: LY.AR.DONE.NER: the creek south of Mr Hills, called by him R....glen. [R/A 182] Note: probably Lieutenant Hill whose grant was on the south bank of the Elizabeth River just to the east of Campbell Town, now Quorn Hall; see FM, 12/12/33 et seq.
Identification: L103. Pinnacles Creek. [St. Pauls: V57/58 H44/45]
LY.BE.LAP
Ref: LY.BE.LAP: a lake near Rocky Boat Harbour (14/9/1832).
LY.BE.LAP: the clear water lake near the rocky boat harbour (W. Hunter.) [R/A 161]
Identification: L104. Homestead Lagoon. [Welcome: V11/12 H07/08]

LY.CLIN.NER.LE
Ref: LY.CLIN.NER.LE: the cataract or Gates of Forth. [R/A 183]

LY.DID.DY
Ref: LY.DID.DY: first river I crossed with a catamaran (26/3/1830). [R/B 45]
Identification: L106. Giblin River. (Port Davey: V30/31 H92/93)

LY.LID.DY
Ref: LY.LID.DY: Research Bay. [R/B 34]
Identification: L107. Recherche Bay. (South East Cape: V76/78 H91/93)

LY.KONE.NO
Ref: LY.KONE.NO: Duck River (1/6/1832).
LY.KONE.NO: Duck River. [R/A 114; R/A 131]
LY.KONE.NO: Duck Bay. [R/B 133]
Identification: L108. Duck River. (Circular Head: V77/78 H41/42)

LY.LE.WEE.NER
Ref: LY.LE.WEE.NER: Emu River. [R/A 129]
Identification: L109. Emu River. (Hellyer: VV53/54 H09/10)

LY.MUN.NE.KER
Ref: LY.MUN.NE.KER: the rocky point N of the Pieman River, the S end of the sandy beach. [R/A 178]

LY.RUN.TE
Ref: LY.RUN.TE: the little island off the low point E side of the river OYARE and nearly opposite to it. [R/A 128]
LY.RUN.TE: the little island off the low point on the east side of the river OYARE and near to it. [R/B 107]
Identification: L111. Sisters Island. (Table Cape: V70/71 H80/81)
MACK.ER.LER
Ref: MACK.ER.LER: Ross Bridge. [R/A 181]
MACK.ER.LER: country at Ross Bridge. [GAR ms.]

MAG.GER.WARE.RE.RONE
Ref: MAG.GER.WARE.RE.RONE: small island (24/3/1830).
MAG.GER.WAVE.VERAGE.LUNA: an island. [R/B 26]
MAG.GER.WAVE.VE.RONE: where the large catamaran was. [R/B 27]
Identification: M2. Hobbs Island. [Port Davey: V13/14 H01/02]

MAIR.RE.LOIN.ER
Ref: MAIR.RE.LOIN.ER

MALLE.HOO.LOO.KER
Ref: MALLE.HOO.LOO.KER: 2nd or south east point where there are large limpets - gum trees found. [R/B 19]
Identification: M3. Cape Elie, Robbins Island (??) [Circular Head: V91 H36/37]

MALUTA
Ref: MALUTA: Circular Head. [Lhotsky 1839]
Identification: M4. Circular Head. [Circular Head: V85/86 H55/56]

MANE.BUN.DUR.IC
Ref: MANE.BUN.DUR.IC: the next point (after KEEN.NE.VE.MOON) on the SE side of the creek. [R/A 123; R/B 123]
Identification: M5. Southern Point of Suicide Bay, Woolnorth (?) [Welcome: V94/95 H04/05]

MANE.DRANG.ER
Ref: MANE.DRANG.ER: river before reaching Rocky Cape, nearly the same in width as the Black River (25/7/1830).
MANE.DRANG.ER: the second river. [R/B 26]
Identification: M6. Detention River. [Circular Head: V74/75 H69/70]

MANE.PAR.TAT
Ref: MANE.PAR.TAT: 1 1/2 miles [2.4 km] N of the end of the long sandy beach where I got the whale bone. [R/A 172]

MANGANA LIENTA
Ref: MANGANA LIENTA: South Esk River. [J'M59]
MAN.WONE.ER

Ref: MAN.WONE.ER: Spring River (15/2/1830).
MAN.WONE.ER: Spring River. [R/B 45]


MAR.MUL.I.PI

Ref: MAR.MUL.I.PI: Western Plain. [R/B 202]

Identification: M10. Western Marshes. [Meander: V97/98 H63/64]

MAR.NER.KONE.NER MUT.TER.RE

Ref: MAR.NER.KONE.NER MUT.TER.RE: the country at the E end of Rollands E side of Mersey River. [R/A 205]

Identification: M11. Paradise, Union Bridge Road. [Forth: V12/13 H42/44]

MARN.HE.LUD.IC
LAY.RIM.NOKE
RARN.ER.BUN.DINE.MOON
LOE.MEET.ER
NY.IM.DUKE

Ref: MARN.HE.LUD.IC
LAY.RIM.NOKE
RARN.ER.BUN.DINE.MOON
LOE.MEET.ER
NY.IM.DUKE: places at Cape Grim on the coast. 
(1) MARN.NE.HUD.IC: the rocky point opposite Trefoil 
(2) LAY.RUNNOKE 
(3) RARN.ER.BUN.DINE.MOON: at Cape Grim 
(4) LOE.MEET.TER 
(5) NY.IM.DUKE 
(6) RARN.NE.BIM 
(7) KOIN.DER.IM: names of places at Cape Grim on the coast see chart. [R/A 141; R/B 119]

Identification: M12. (1) Davidson Point (?) (2) Woolnorth Point (?) (3) Victory Hill (?) 
(4) Davidson Bay (?) (5) highland behind Davidson Bay (?) (6) point opposite Victory Hill (?) 
(7) The Doughboys. [Welcome: V93/00 H03/08]

MAR.POE.YER MEN.NAN.YER

Ref: MAR.POE.YER MEN.NAN.YER: the river at Merediths stock hut (9/1/1831).
MAR.POE.YER.MEN.NAN.YER: the river at Merediths stock hut. [R/B 62]

Identification: M13. Wye River (?) [Freycinet: V42/43 H88/89]

MAR.RAT.TER.LEE

Ref: MAR.RAT.TER.LEE: the place where Paddy Harts farm is (12/1/1831). [R/A 65; R/B 65]

MARTNENGRENER (?)
Ref: MARTNENGRENER (?): big hill west of Griffiths farm close by
BANGENER.MENANYER (18/11/1831).
MARTOONYENER: the hill near Clarke's farm (19/11/1831).
MARTOONG.EN.ER: the big hill back of Triffiths farm ENE of Peak of Teneriffe and
SE of Hobarton. [R/A 118]
Identification: M15. Native Tier (?) [Shannon: V15/20 H77/78]

MARTULA
Ref: MARTULA: Circular Head. W. [JJ42; Braim]
Identification: M16. Circular Head. [Circular Head: V86/87 H55/56]

MAY.DIM
Ref: MAY.DIM: point (12/6/1830).
MAY.DIM: Arthur River (22/6/1832; 15/7/1832).
MAY.DIM: Arthur River. Tunner. [R/A 120]
(1) MAY.DIM (2) MAY.DIM.ER: Arthur River. [R/A 138]
MAY.DIM: Arthur River. [R/A 126; R/A 175]
Identification: M17. Arthur River. [Sandy Cape: V52/53 H03/04]

MAY.GER.RE
Ref: MAY.GER.RE: Cape Grim. RIT. [R/B 38]
Identification: M18. Cape Grim. [Welcome: V93/94 H04/05]

MAY.LOW.WER.RER.NER
Ref: MAY.LOW.WER.RER.NER: the country at the point of the Schoutens (8/1/1831).
[R/A 62; R/B 61]
MAY.LOW.WER.RER.NER: the country at the Schoutens. [R/B 62; R/A 63]

MAY.WOO.RIM
Ref: ROY.EN.RIM

MEBBLEK
Ref: MEBBELEK: Frenchmans Cap. [JM59]
Identification: M20. Frenchmans Cap. [Franklin: V19/20 H03/04]

MEE.BER.LEE.TOIN.DE
Ref: MEE.BER.LEE.TOIN.DE: the big hill at the end of the north beach (LEE.LING.ER).
[R/A 171]
Identification: M21. Trig 117 (Little Henty River) (?) [Pieman: V54/55 H50/51]
MEEBERLY

Ref: MEEBERLY: no locality, but possibly near Macquarie Harbour (20/6/1832).
MEEBERLY: referred to but no locality (28/2/1834).
MEEBERLEY: Macquarie Harbour. [R/A 38]
MEE.BER.LEE: Port Davey River (14/3/1830).
MEE.BER.LE.TOIN.NE: the settlement. [R/B 31]
MEE.BE.R LEE: the settlement. [R/B 46]

Identification: **M22. Sarah Island**. [Cape Sorell: V05/06 H72/73]

MEE.BROWN

Ref: MEE.BROWN: a favourite rendezvous of the natives about a mile up the cataract at Studland Bay (16/7/1832).
MEE.BROWN: Table Hill (20/2/1834).
MEE.BROWN: where I encamped with the natives at the top of the waterfall. [R/A 125]
MEE.BROWN: a place inland up the waterfall stream. [R/A 132]
MEE.BROWN: inland up the waterfall stream. [R/B 112]
MEE.BROWN: where I encamped with the natives at the top of the waterfall. [R/B 120]

Identification: **M23. Table Hill, Flat Topped Bluff**. [Welcome: V87/88 H05/06]

MEENAMATA

Ref: MEENAMATA: lagoon on summit of Ben Lomond. [JM59]

Identification: **M24. Lake Youl (?)** [St Pauls: V94/95 H57/58]

MEER.RIM


Identification: **M25. Hibbs Pyramid**. [Spero: V81/82 H58/59]

MEE.TER.MER NAR.PEN.NER

Ref: MEE.TER.MER NAR.PEN.NER: Georges River. [R/A 60]


ME.KAR.NER POE.MER.LAR

Ref: ME.KAR.NER POE.MER.LAR: Tinderbox Bay. WOORRAEDEDY. [R/A 70]

Identification: **M27. Tinderbox Bay**. [D'Entrecasteaux: V32/33 H26/27]

MEL.LARE.RE.MER.TIT.TER

Ref: MEL.LARE.RE.MER.TIT.TER: place where Tom captured UMARRAH (21/10/1831).
*Note:* GAR's camp on 21 October, 1831, was to the eastward of Springs Hill
[Little Swanport: V24/25 H60/61]. Gilbert Robertson's report on the capture of UMARRAH (CSO 1/331/7578, pp.168-177) is vague as to the place, but it is clear he was in this region; the capture appears to have been made at a marsh. The most likely place which accords with GAR's camp is Black Johnnys Marsh.

MEN.NOW.WER.RE
Ref: MEN.NOW.WER.RE: East Bay Neck. B. [R/A 70; R/B 60]

MINDEROUN
Ref: MIN.NER.RANE.NE

MINDERRENNE
Ref: MIN.NER.RANE.NE.

MINE.DIM
Ref: MINE.DIM: "place of massacre" (4/8/1830).
MINE.DIM.MER: Cape Grim so called by the Robbins Is. [R/B 16]
MINE.DIM.MER: Cape Grim. [R/B 145]
Identification: M30. Suicide Bay, Woolnorth. [Welcome: V94/95 H04/05]

MINE.DOOR.ER.RUM.ER.NUC.ER
Ref: MINE.DOOR.ER.RUM.ER.NUC.ER: the small peaked hill on the E Hunter N of the large
peaked hill or south point. [R/A 159]

MINE.NER.MENE.NER
Ref: MINE.NER.MENE.NER: Lake Echo. Washington. [A7033(3)]
Identification: M32. Lake Echo. [Shannon: V26/38 H66/73]

MIN.NER.RANE.NE
Ref: MIN.NER.RONE.NE: Rocky Point. PD. (25/3/1830).
MIN.DER.REN.NE: south side of Rocky Point (18/5/1833. MIN.DER.EN.NE, also
20/5/1833).
MINDEROUN: (23/5/1833).
PIN.DER.REN.NE, PINDERENNA: place of encampment; Low Rocky Point (?)
(14/6/1833).
MINDERRENNE, MINDERRENNA: place of encampment (14/6/33, 16/6/33).
MINDERRENNE: MINDERRENNA: (17/6/1833).
MIN.NER.RANE.NE: south of Rocky Point (20/6/1833).
MIN.NER.RANE.NE: Rocky Point. PD. [R/B 31]
Identification: M33. Low Rocky Point. [Spero: V38/39 H77/78]

MITA WINNYA, KURUNNA POIMA-LANGTA
Ref: MITA WINNYA, KURUNNA POIMA-LANGTA: Nicholas's Cap. [JM59]
Identification: M34. Nichols Cap. [Break O'Day: V76/77 H00/01]
MOLE.HE.AC
Ref: MOLE.HE.AC: Kangaroo Point. [R/A 150]

MONATTEK
Ref: MONATTEK or ROMANRAIK: Circular Head. [JM59]
Identification: M36. Circular Head. [Circular Head: V86/87 H55/56]

MONE.LIN.HE.LONE.HER
Ref: MONE.LIN.HE.LONE.HER: the Vale of Belvoir (1) McKay's woman (2) Lacklay. [R/B 108]
Identification: M37. Vale of Belvoir. [Sophia: V01/02 H07/08]

MONE.NE.GER
Ref: MONE.NE.GER: a place near the sound on the west side the island (Robbins Island) where I stopped one night on meeting with the natives. [R/B 10]
Identification: M38. Sealers Springs. [Welcome: V89/90 H17/18]

MOO.BIN.NER
Ref: MOO.BIN.NER: the long sandy beach from Waterloo Point. [R/A 65; R/B 65]

MOO.ER.NE.WE.PEEN.ER
Ref: MOO.ER.NE.WE.PEEN.ER: Captain Horton's farm [ref. word for cattle]. [R/A 182]
Identification: M40. Somercotes, Ross. [Lake Sorell: V43/44 H40/41]

MOOM.MER.RER.CAR.TEE
Ref: MOOM.MER.RER.CAR.TEE: Arthur River. [R/B 2]
Identification: M41. Arthur River. [Sandy Cape: V52/53 H03/04]

MOO.NAT.RE.KER
Ref: MOO.NAT.RE.KER: Circular Head. RIT. [R/B 18]
Identification: M42. Circular Head. [Circular Head: V86/87 H55/56]

MOON.DER.ER.COW.DIM.MER
Ref: MOON.DER.ER.COW.DIM.MER: [Bluff Hill Point, ref. sketch map] (19/6/1832). MOONDERHERCOWDIM: (24/6/1832). MOON.DER.HE.COW.DIM: the third point from West Point and first from the Arthur River; on the west side of this point I found my boat and tent on my first expedition and from where she went to CG for tea and sugar. [R/A 137]
MOON.DER.RE.KOW.DIM: the first point after leaving the Arthur River. NW. [R/B 114]

Identification: M43. Bluff Hill Point. (Sandy Cape: V57/58 H98/99)

MOON.DRIM.ER

Ref: MOON.DRIM.ER: Point Hibbs (17/6/1833). [R/A 169]

Identification: M44. Point Hibbs. [Spero: V80/81 H57/58]

MOON.ROUNE.ER

Ref: MOON.ROUNE.ER: the bush round the third river. [R/B 26]

Identification: M45. Bush around Sisters Creek. (Table Cape: V68/69 H79/80)

MOON.RUCK

Ref: (1) MOON.RUCK (2) PEE.RONE: the place where I encamped with the strange natives after passing NAR.MOO.ROW.ER.DIN and where I conferred with the natives. Also: the place I encamped with the PAN.ER.MOOKER man near the NW bank of the Arthur River (21/6/1832). [R/A 138]
(1) MOON.RUCK (2) PEE.RONE: the place I encamped with the PAN.ER.MOOKER man near the west bank of the Arthur River. [R/B 115]

Identification: M46. Campsite at Arthur River. (Sandy Cape: V53/54 H04/05)

MOOR.RON.NOE

Ref: MOOR.RON.NOE: North Esk at Mr Thos Reibys. [R/A 184]

Identification: M47. "Entally", Hadspen. (South Esk: V04/05 H04/05)

MOO.TER.MOON.NER

Ref: MOO.TER.MOON.NER: Boobealla River. [R/B 55]
MOR.TER.MOR.ER: Poll's country. [R/A 36]
MOO.TER.MOON.NER: BOO.BEE.ALLER River. [R/A 53]
MOTE.TER.MOON.NER: Forester River. [R/B 175]
MOTE.TER.MOON.NER.MARE.RE.NER: [R/B 175]

Identification: M48. Ringarooma River (?) (Cape Portland: V74/75 H74/75)

MOOT.TE.WAY.NART.YE

Ref: MOOT.TE.WAY.NART.YE: Cam River, NIC.ER.ME.NIC. Emu Bay. [R/B 32]
MOOT.TE.WAY.NART.YE: Emu Bay, NICERME.NIC. [R/B 143]

Identification: M49. Cam River. (Hellyer: V55/56 H02/03)

MORE.DER.TINE.NER

Ref: (1) MORE.DER.TINE.NER (2) MORE.DER.TY: South Arm. B. [R/A 70]
(1) MORE.DER.TINE.NER (2) MORE.DER.TY: South Arm. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: M50. South Arm. [D'Entrecasteaux: V35/36, H34/35]
MORE.DER.TY
Ref: MORE.DER.TINE.NER

MORE.HE.TER
Ref: LUE.PINE.NER

MORE.REEN.DUPE
Ref: MORE.REEN.DUPE: Penguin Island. [R/A 158]
Identification: M51. Penguin Islet. {Welcome: V05/06 H14/15}

MORE.RUT.TER
Ref: MORE.RUT.TER: River Tamar. [R/B 27]
Identification: M52. Tamar River, Northern Tasmania.

MORE.ZE.ZAN.NER.KI.LLE.BUE.LE
Ref: MORE.ZE.ZAN.NER.KI.LLE.BUE.LE: Duck River. [R/B 141]
Identification: M53. Duck River. {Circular Head: V77/78 H41/42}

MOU.LIN.NE.LOU.LEC
Ref: MOU.LIN.NE.LOU.LEC: Vale of Belvoir. [R/A 114]
MOUE.LIN.NE.LOU.LER: Vale of Belvoir. Jenny and Lacklay. [R/A 129]
Identification: M54. Vale of Belvoir. {Sophia: V01/02 H07/08}

MOWE.VER.LIN.NE LOWE.LER
Ref: MOWE.VER.LIN.NE LOWE.LER: Middlesex Plains. [R/A 183]
Identification: M55. Middlesex Plains. {Sophia: V99/00 H14/15}

MOW.WER.RINE DOON.DUR.RICK
Ref: MOW.WER.RINE DOON.DUR.RICK: next to LOIN.DIM [R/A 124]
MOW.WER.RINE.DOON.DUR.RICK: next to LOIN.DIM. [R/B 120]
Note: R/A entry refers to GAR's journey from Cape Grim in June 1832: MOW.WER.RINE.DOON.DUR.RICK apparently another name for West Point, NON.GOR.
Identification: M56. West Point (?). {Welcome: V64/65 H98/99}

MOYENTELEEA
Ref: MOYENTELEEA: Tooms Lake, Upper Macquarie River. [Scott (JM90)]
Identification: M57. Tooms Lake. {Little Swanport: V22/27 H64/69}
MUE (MUL).NAR.TI.LARE

Ref: MUE (MUL).NAR.TI.LARE: Circular Head. [R/B 202]

Identification: M58. Circular Head. [Circular Head: V86/87 H55/56]

MUE.TER.MIN.NER

Ref: MUE.TER.MIN.NER: Piper River (12/10/1830).
MUE.TER.MIN.NER: Piper River. Jumbo/N. [R/A 41]
MUE.TER.MIN.NER: Pipers River. N/Jumbo. [R/B 46]
MUE.TER.MIN.NER: Piper River. N/Jumbo. [R/B 49]
MUE.TER.MIN.NER: Pipers River. N/Jumbo. [R/A 45]

Identification: M59. Pipers River. [St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14]

MUETH.MIN.NER

Ref: MUETH.MIN.NER: the small river east of Piper River where the tent was erected.
N/Jumbo. [R/B 49]
MUETH.MIN.NER: the small river E of Pipers River where the tent was erected.
N/Jumbo. [R/A 45]

Identification: M60. Pipers Brook. [St Patricks: V58/59 H12/14]

MUN.DRE.COW.RIP.PER

Ref: MUN.DRE.COW.RIP.PER: Sandy Cape. RIT. [R/B 18]
MUN.DRE.LOW.RIP.PER: Sandy Cape so called by the PEE.RAP.PER. [R/B 142]

Identification: M61. Sandy Cape. [Sandy Cape: V11/12 H11/12]

MUNGARATTTYA

Ref: MUNGARATTTYA: Salt Water Lagoon, near the coal mines. [JM59]

Identification: M62. Turners Lagoons, Saltwater River. [Prosser: V39/40 H56/57]

MUNG.ER.RAT.TER MAY.NAY.YER.BONE.NER

Ref: MUNG.ER.RAT.TER MAY.NAY.YER.BONE.NER: the river at Meredith's stock hut or Great Swanport River (11/1/1831).
MUNG.ER.RAT.TER MAY.NAY.YER.BONE.NER: the river at Meredith's stock hut or Great Swanport River; is the boundary of the LOON.TI.TER.MAR.RE.LEE.HOIN.ER nation and the PLANG.UM.MAR.RE.MIN.NER nation. [R/A 64; R/B 63]
MUNG.HER.RAT.TER: the country at [error = of] WEY.BER.MUE.MIN.NER [R/B 62]
MUNG.HER.RAT.TER: WEY.BER.MUE.MIN.NER's country (9/1/1831).

Identification: M63. Swan River, north of Cranbrook. [Freycent: V41/42 H88/89]

MUTE.TE.WAY.NEAT.YE

Ref: MUTE.TE.WAY.NEAT.YE: Emu Bay (4/8/1830).
MUTE.TE.WAY.NART.YE: Emu Bay. (NICER.MENIC.) [R/A 38]

Identification: M64. Emu Bay. [Hellyer: V54/55 H08/09]
MY.DAY PINE.NE

Ref: MY.DAY PINE.NE: Kellys Point. B. [R/A 70]
MY.DAY.PINE.NE: Kellys Point. B. [R/B 61]
MY.DE.WEEN.NY.PINE.NE: Kellys Point. [R/A 197]

Identification: M65. Kellys Point, Bruny Island. (D’Entrecasteaux: V31/32 H28/29)

MY.NER.ME

Ref: MY.NER.ME: river at south end of long sandy beach in deep bight (25/3/1830).
MY.RER.ME: river where WOORADEDY carried me over. [R/B 20]
MY.REE.ME: the first river after leaving Port Davey; runs on to a long sandy beach. [R/B 21]

Identification: M66. Alec Ritulet. (Port Davey: V25/26 H96/97)

MYTE.TER.WAY.NY

Ref: MYTE.TER.WAY.NY: Kellys farm. [R/A 186]


NALE.BUN.NER MORE.TER.MOON.NER

Ref: NALE.BUN.NER MORE.TER.MOON.NER: Boobyalla River (20/6/1831).
NALEBUNNER: the name for the country on the E side of Boobyalla River and the river NALEBUNNER MORETERMOONNER (MORETERMOONNER being the name for river) (22/6/31).
NALE.BUN.NER MORE.TER.MOON.NER: name of Brougham River (13/8/1831).
NALE.BUN.NE: the country to the eastward of Boobbealler River at the entrance;
NALE.BUN.NE MART.ER.MOON.ER: name of Boobbealler River. [R/A 86]
NALE.BUN.NER M. MORE.TER.MOON.ER CP.: Brougham River. [R/A 101]
NALE.BUN.TER: Boobealla River. [R/B 58]
NALE.BUN.NE MOR.TER.MOON.NER: Boobyalla River CP. [R/B 87]
NALE.BUN.NER: name of the country on the east side of the Boobyalla River CP. [R/B 88]

Identification: N1. Boobyalla River. (Cape Portland: V74/75 H73/74)

NALE.WALK.EN.ER

Ref: (1) NALE.WALK.EN.ER (2) LEENG.EN.TER.CUT.TEL.ER (3) POON.ER.TIT.TEN.ER:
mountain west of the two peaked hills on east coast (12/8/1831).
(1) NALE.WALK.EN.ER (2) LEENG.EN.TER.CUT.TEL.ER (3) POON.ER.TIT.TEN.ER:
mountain in Mangl. country and west of the two peaked hills. M. [R/A 99]
(1) NALE.WALK.EN.ER (2) LEENG.EN.TER.CUT.TEL.ER: [R/B 97]

Identification: N2. Bowens Sugarloaf (?) (Swan Island: V62/63 H91/92; but compare
LAE.WONG.EN.ER)

NAL.LER.WANE.NE

Ref: (1) NAL.LER.WANE.NE or (2) TORE.KAN.NER country or Tasmans Peninsula.
[RA 53; RB 55]
NAL.LER.WANE.NE: long point opposite Slopen Island. [RA 53; RB 56]

Identification: N3. Lobster Point (?), Tasman Peninsula. (Prosser: V42/43 H54/55)
NA.MOE.NO

Ref:  
(1) NA.MOE.NO NAY.MO.NO  
(2) LARE.KIL.ER TATE.HER.KUN.ER: the country where McKay shot the natives. [R/B 105]  
Ref: Friendly Mission, p.583, note 89.  
LARE.KIL.ER.LARE: St Mary's Plains (5/5/32).

Identification:  
N4. St Mary's Plains.  
[Helleyer: V36/37 H91/92]

NANE.NE.MUR.IC

Ref:  
NANE.NE.MUR.IC: Bird Island. [R/A 122]  
NANE.NE.MUR.IC: Bird Island. [R/A 131]  
NANE.NE.MAR.DIC: Bird Island. [R/B 131]  
NANE.NE.MAR.DICK: Bird Island. [R/B 133]  

Identification:  
N5. Bird Island.  
[Welcome: V02/03 H06/08]

NANNYELEEGBATA

Ref:  
NANNYELEEGBATA: Clarence Plains.  
[JM59]

Identification:  
N6. Clarence Plains (Rokeby).  
[Derwent: V49/50 H36/37]

NARE.RIB.BEL

Ref:  
(1) NARE.RIB.BEL  
(2) NARE.RIB.RICK.ER: point E side of Black River 2 miles E of Rocky Point. [R/A 129; R/B 110]  

Identification:  
N7. Port Latta (?)  
[Circular Head: V76/77 H63/64]

NARE.RIB.RICK.ER

Ref:  
NARE.RIB.BEL

NARE.TO.LAY.LER

Ref:  
NARE.TO.LAY.LER: the black rock near Cradle Rock. [R/A 201]  

Identification:  
N8. Black Bluff (?)  
[Sophia: V00/05 H05/09]

NAR.KAR

Ref:  
NAR.KAR: the cave opposite the Doughboys near where the natives were shot.  
[R/A 131]  
NAR.KAR: the cave near to where the natives was shot.  
[R/B 132]  

Identification:  
N9. Cave on northern face of Suicide Bay.  
[Welcome: V94/95 H04/05]

NAR.MOO.ROW.ER.DIM

Ref:  
NAR.MOO.ROW.ER.DIM: small river near MOOD.DER.HE.COW.DIM (19/6/1832).  
NAR.MOO.ROW.ER.DIM: the little river before reaching the Arthur River.  
[R/A 138]  
NAR.MOO.ROW.ER.DIM: the little river before near the Arthur River.  
[R/B 115]  

Identification:  
N10. Small unnamed river between Bluff Hill and Australia Point.  
[Sandy Cape: V53/56 H00/02]
NARPEN.NAR: TYRE.LORE: the river of BOOB.BERAL.LER river and near to Waterloo Point called by the boatmen Tommyhawk River and the small island called Tommyhawk Island. {T}Tyrelore.{ R/ A 46}

Identification: N11. Tomahawk River. {Cape Portland: V75/76 H63/64}

NAR.RAO.BO: the point opposite George Town head on the west side of the Tamar. [R/ A 128]

Identification: N12. West Head, Port Dalrymple. {Tamar: V53/54 H75/76}

NARTONE.NO: St Valentines Peak. [R/ A 114; R/A 127 (PS)]
(1)NARTONE.NO (2) NAR.TOON.NO: St Valentines Peak. [R/A 130; R/B 110]
NARTONE.NA: St Valentines Peak so called by Port Sorell native i.e. Sydney. [R/A 152]
NATONE: St Valentines Peak. [JM57]
NATONE: St Valentines Peak (Surrey Hills), the "Peak like a volcano" of Flinders. [JM59]

Identification: N13. St Valentines Peak. {Hellyer: V20/21 H95/96}

NART.E: Round Hill. (NICERMENIC.) [R/A 38]


NAY.MOE.NO (TATE.ER.KUN.AR): St Marys Plain. PS. [R/A 127]

Identification: N15. St Marys Plains. {Hellyer: V36/37 H91/92}

NAY.RIM: where GAR slept (22/7/1833).
NAY.RIM: 6 miles [9.6 km] N of the north beach where I slept the 2nd night after leaving Swan Bay. [R/A 172]
TAY.RIM [error = NAY.RIM]: river at N end of high land (8/9/1833).

Identification: N16. St Clair Creek (?) {Pieman: V62/63 H42}

NEE.HER.NO: there is a small plain and a low tier of hills that connects Vandyke with Rollands Mountain; this is a short cut to NEE.HER.NO and the sea coast from the Mersey River (15/7/1834).
NEE.HER.NO: the hills due north from E end of Vandyke near the coast
N17. **Bonneys Tier (?)** (Forth: V25/29 H45/47)

**NEE.LOPE**

Ref: **NEE.LOPE**: a wood inland from the hut at Studland Bay (7/9/1832).

**NEE.LOPE**: the place where I slept on my return from the Arthur River where I had 4 fresh women; encamped here 8 September; this place is inland from the point south of Studland Bay and 1/4 (?) 1/2) of a mile [0.4-0.8 km] south of the hut at Studland Bay; it is an excellent place for an encampment, with four stunted gum trees, tea tree copse &c and lagoons &c. Kit said she had encamped here plenty of times as a girl. [R/A 156]

Identification: N18. *About 1 1/2 km inland from Dodgers Point.* (Welcome: V82/83 H07/08)

**NEEN.MORE.DE.KER**

Ref: **NEEN.MUR.RICK**

**NEEN.MUR.RICK**

Ref: **NEEN.MUR.RICK**: Bird Island. MC. [R/B 18]

**NEEN.MUR.RICK**: Bird Island. CG. [R/B 144]

**NEEN.MORE.DE.KER**: Bird Island. [R/B 146]

**NEEN.MORE.DE.KER**: Bird Island. RIT. [R/B 18]

Identification: N19. *Bird Island.* (Welcome: V02/03 H06/08)

**NEEN.NER.WANE.NER.NUN.TER**

Ref: **NEEN.NER.WANE.NER.NUN.TER**: Mount Deception. [R/A 60]

Identification: N20. *Mount William.* (Swan Island: V70/71 H99/00)

**NEEP.PER.LEA**

Ref: **NEETH.PAR**

**NEE.RAP**

Ref: (1) **NEE.RAP** (2) **NEE.RAP.PER**: Mount Grey, the high hill situate 14 miles [22.4 km] NE of Rocky Point (15/5/1833).

(1) **NEE.RAP** (2) **NEE.RAP.PER**: the high hill at Rocky Point. [R/A 163]


**NEER.RIN**

Ref: **NEER.RIN**: the Pyramid at Point Hibbs. [R/B 7]

Identification: N22. *Hibbs Pyramid.*  (Spero: V81/82 H58/59)

**NEETH.PAR**

Ref: **NEETH.PAR**: the inlet. CG. [R/B 38]

**NEEP.PER.LEA**: NINE.NE [R/B 38]

Identification: N23. *E/W Inlet, Circular Head.*  (Circular Head: V78/83 H49/56)
NEE.TRAR.ME.GONE.ER
Ref: (1) NEE.TRAR.ME.GONE.ER (2) HOLE.LER.WIN.NER: Waterhouse Point MCP. [R/A 105]

NIB.BER.LIN
Ref: NIB.BER.LIN: the Derwent. [R/B 34]

NIB.BER.LOON.NE
Ref: (1) NIB.BER.LOON.NE (2) LING.HE: country at Hobart Town (16/1/1831). NIBERLOONER: Hobart Town (11/7/1831).
(1) NIB.BER.LOON.NE (2) LING.HE: the country at Hobart Town. [R/B 60]

NIB.LIN
Ref: NIB.LIN: Point Hibbs (16/4/1830).
Identification: N27. *Point Hibbs.* [Spero: V80/81 H57/58]

NIGHT.BONE
Ref: NIGHT.BONE: the large hill past the three rivers. RIT. [R/B 28]
Identification: N28. *The Two Sisters (?)* [Table Cape: V68/69 H79/81]

NINE.ME.NID.DIC
Ref: NINE.ME.NID.DIC: west point on Perkins Island. [R/A 131]
NIME.ME.NID.IC: the N point of Perkins Island. [R/B 133]
Identification: N29. *Shipwreck Point.* [Circular Head: V86/87 H34/35]

NING.HER.NER
Ref: NING.HER.NER: Hampshire Hills. [R/A 38]

NOE.ANG.ETH.BUNE.NE.LO.EN.TIN.NER
Ref: NOE.ANG.ETH.BUNE.NE.LO.EN.TIN.NER: the country from Mr Smiths farm to Black Charleys. [R/A 72]
NOE.ANG.ETH.BUNE.NE.LO.EN.TIN.NER: the country from Mr Smiths stock run to Black Charleys. [R/B 59]
NOE.PART.RICK

Ref: NOE.PART.RICK: E Hunter Island. [R/A 131]
    NO.PADRICK: the E Hunter Island and of the large peaked hill or south point.
    [R/A 159]
    NO.PAR.TRIG.GER: East Hunter. [R/B 17] [R/B 146]
    NO.PART.RICK: E Hunter. [R/B 132]


NO.GEE

Ref: NO.GEE: Green Island opposite Birches Bay. [R/B 34]


NOME.ME

Ref: NOME.ME: before you come to LOW.YER.NOWN, where the large native hut is.
    [R/B 21]
    NOME.ME: one of their villages. PD. (26/3/1830).

Identification: N34. Nomeme Creek, Nye Bay. [Port Davey: V32/33 H92/93]

NON.GOR

Ref: NON.GOR: West Point, c.f. GAR's sketch map (20/6/1832).
    NON.GER.NER: the point (23/6/1832).
    NON.GOR: West Point (28/2/1834).
    NON.GOR: the second point from West Point; here I encamped with the natives on
    my first expedition. [R/A 137]
    NON.GOR: the SE point at West Point (3 points). [R/B 113]

Identification: N35. West Point. [Welcome: V64/65 H98/99]

NO.PADRICK

Ref: NOE.PART.RICK

NO.PER.PY.PEEN

Ref: NO.PER.PY.PEEN: Liberty Point (LEE.LING.ER). [R/A 171]

Identification: N36. Liberty Point. [Cape Sorell: V17 H61/62]

NOR.BOUGH.ER.WAY

Ref: NOR.BOUGH.ER.WAY: extreme western bluff. [R/A 184]

Identification: N37. Western Bluff. [Mersey: V92/93 H40/41]

NOR.DE.KEL.LUKE.HE.DE

Ref: NOR.DE.KEL.LUKE.HE.DE: the R at Penguin Island. [R/B 16]

Identification: N38. Boat River, Hunter Island (?) [Welcome: H06/07 H11/12]
NORE.RUCK.ER.MEN.NAN.YER
NORE.RACK.ERMENNANGER: Shannon River. Lairmaireener female. [R/A 117]

NORE.RY.TY.MON.ER.LER
Ref: NORE.RY.TY.MON.ER.LER: Campbell Town. [R/A 181]
1) NOR.RY.ER.TEM.MON.ER (2) PARN.OOKE.EN.NE: Campbell Town. [GAR ms.]
Identification: N40. Campbell Town. [South Esk: V56/59 H40/41]

NOR.PER.VOW.EL.ER
Ref: PAR.MEEN.ER

NOR.POW.WAL.LER
Ref: NOR.POW.WAL.LER: Western Tier. (Jenny.) [R/A 206]
Identification: N41. Great Western Tiers. [South Esk: V55/62 H00/09]

NOR.ROUND.BOO
Ref: NOR.ROUND.BOO: the point of the Asbestos Mountains on the sea coast. [R/A 209]
Identification: N42. Badger Head. [Tamar: V50/51 H69/71]

NOY.HE.PUN.NET.TER
Ref: NOY.HE.PUN.NET.TER: Waterhouse Point - NOY.HE.NER: thunder; the natives call it the thunder LEEBUNNER or house, hence its name. [R/A 208]
Identification: N43. Waterhouse Point. [Cape Portland: V80/81 H56/57]

NUM.DID.DE.MO.HE.DOPE.HER
Ref: NUM.DID.DE.MO.HE.DOPE.HER: site of aboriginal "settlement" on west side of W Hunter Is (13/8/1832).
NUMDIDHE: for location refer to 24 September and 5 October 1832 (14/9/1832).
NUMDIDERMOHEDOPE: the native encampment (8/10/1832).
NUMDIDERNOHEDOPE: (16/10/1832).
NUM.DID.DE.MO.HE.DOPE: (17/10/1832, 25/10/1832).
NUM.DID.DE.MO.HE.DOPE.PER: my encampment on the west side of the W Hunter Island on the stream of water. [R/A 122]
NUM.DID.DE.MO.HE.DOPE.HER: place on the west side of Hunter opposite Trefoil Island. [R/A 146]
Identification: N44. Creek on southern side of Perigo Point. [Welcome: V05/06 H07/08]

NUM.DING.HE
Ref: (1) NUM.DING.HE (2) PIN.DER.REN.NE: Rocky Point. [R/A 163]
PIN.DER.REN.NE, PINDERENNA: encampment [c.f. MIN.NER.RANE.NE] (14/6/1833).
Identification: N45. Low Rocky Point. [Spero: V38/39 H77/78]
NUM.DRE.COW.RIP.PER
Ref: NUM.DRE.COW.RIP.PER: Sandy Cape. [R/B 147]
Identification: N46. Sandy Cape. (Sandy Cape: V11/13 H11/12)

NUM.MER.NER.PONE.NE.YAC
Ref: NUM.MER.NER.PONE.NE.YAC: the boat harbour on the west side of the E Hunter Island (19/10/1832).
NUM.MER.NER.PONE.NE.YAC: the ship anchorage at the East Hunter Is. [R/A 158]
Identification: N47. Chimney Corner, Three Hummock Island.
[Three Hummock: V20/21 H16/17]

NUR.NING.ER.TEED.DE
Ref: NUR.NING.ER.TEED.DE: Rat Bay ("Kangaroo road"). [GAR ms.]

NY.KER
Ref: NY.KER: Mount Norfolk. [R/B 115]
Identification: N49. Mount Norfolk. (Sandy Cape: V09/10 H29/30)

NY.POONER
Ref: NY.POONER: Mount Balfour. [R/B 115]
Identification: N50. Mount Balfour. (Sandy Cape: V27/28 H22/23)

ORRAMAKUNNA
Ref: ORRAMAKUNNA: Pipers River district. [JM59]
Identification: O1. Pipers River district. (St Patricks: V57/60 H10/14)

OYERLARE
Ref: OYERLARE: river on E side of Rocky Cape (10/5/1832).
OYARE: the river east of Rocky Point (= Cape). [R/A 128]
OYARE: the river to the E of Rocky Point. [R/B 106]
Identification: O2. Sisters Creek (?) [Table Cape: V69/70 H78/79]

Oyster Bay WAA
Ref: Oyster Bay, WAA: Oyster Bay. [Beattie (H.W.M., 1824)]
Identification: O3. Great Oyster Bay. [Freydnet: V10/40 H84/06]

PADE.DE.GILE.LIM.IN.ER.WAD.IC
Ref: PADE.DE.GILE.LIM.IN.ER.WAD.IC: Mount Norfolk (2/9/1833).
PADE.DE.GILL.LIM.IN.ER.WAD.IC: Mount Norfolk. [R/A 180]
Identification: P1. Mount Norfolk. (Sandy Cape: V09/10 H29/30)
PADE.DER.RAD.DER.IC
Ref: PADE.DER.RAD.DER.IC: two places [other COR.DE.MODE.ER] opposite where the boat stopped four hills. [R/B 19]


PADE.RE.KER
Ref: PADE.RE.KER: Robbins Island. [R/B 15]
PADE.RE.KER: Robbins Island. [R/B 147]
PADE.RICK.ER: Robbins Island. [R/B 38]
PADE.RID.DIC.ER: Robbins Island. [R/A 138]

Identification: P3. Robbins Island. [Welcome: V87/01 H20/37]

PADE.RID.DE.KER
Ref: PADE.RID.DE.KER: Sandy Cape. (Kit.) (2/9/1832).
PADE.RID.DE.KER or PADE.RID.IC: Sandy Cape (4/9/1833).
PADE.RID.DIC: the point before you reach Sandy Cape on the NW side. [R/A 140]
PADE.RID.DE.KER: Kit says that Sandy Cape is called PADE.RID.DE.KER and that Ordnance Point is called WARTERBIM. [R/A 147]

Identification: P4. Sandy Cape. (Sandy Cape: V11/13 H11/12)

PAIR.RE.MOON
Ref: PAIR.RE.MOON: settlement. MC. [R/B 13]

Identification: P5. Sarah Island (?) [Cape Sorell: V05/06 H72/73]

PAIR.REN.TOO.HE
Ref: PAIR.REN.TOO.HE: (? LOO.PAIR.REN.TOO.HE) the name of Waterhouse Island. [R/B 69]


PANATANA
Ref: PANATANA: Port Sorell. W. [J/42] [Braim]
PANATAN!: Port Sorell. [Lhotsky]
PAN.ER.TIN.NUE: Port Sorell so called by McKay's woman. [R/B 107] Jenny.
[R/A 128]
PAN.NER.DIN.NE: Port Sorell. [R/A 100]


PAN.DUKE.KE.NER
Ref: WABE.BEN.NER

PANE.LONG.GER
Ref: PANE.LONG.GER: the third point in Duck Bay. [R/A 131]
PANE.LONG.GER: the 3 point in Neth Bay. [R/B 133]

Identification: P8. Griffiths Point, Duck Bay (?) [Circular Head: V80/81 H37/38]
PAN.ER.ER
Ref: PAN.ER.ER: point to the west side of Duck Bay between it and Perkins Island. [R/B 133]
Identification: P9. Pelican Point, Duck Bay (?) [Circular Head: V80/81 H40]

PANE.RUN.NER
Ref: PANE.RUN.NER: the first river (23/7/1833).
PANE.RUN.NER: first river north of Macquarie Harbour heads. [R/A 171]

PANE.TUR.HE.YAC
Ref: PANE.TUR.HE.YAC: Harcus River (19/2/1834).
PANE.TUR.RE.YAC: Harcus River. [R/A 186]
PANE.TUR.RE.YAC: Harcus River. [R/A 195]

PANG.ER.MOON.ER
Ref: PANG.ER.MOON.ER: place where GAR camped on NW side of West Point near the boat harbour (17/6/1832).
PANG.ER.MOON.ER: place I encamped at the first night after leaving Mount Cameron on 17 June. [R/A 137]
PANG.ER.MOON.ER: the place I encamped at the first night after leaving Mount Cameron on the 18 June, walked at night. [R/B 113]
Identification: P12. Campsite at southern end of Three Mile Sand. [Welcome: V68/69 H04/05]

PAN.LUNG.GER
Ref: PAN.LUNG.GER: near Duck Bay where I encamped on 1st June. [R/A 131]
PAN.LUNG.GER: where I encamped on Friday night. [R/B 133]
Identification: P13. Fentons Creek, Kemps Bay (?) [Circular Head: V78/79 H38/39]

PAN.NE.NE.ER.NOKE.ER
Ref: (1) PAN.NE.NE.ER.NOKE.ER (2) HOIN.NUN.RUCK: Sandy Cape (RI tribe). [R/B 14]

PAN.NE.RIN.NE
Ref: PANATANA

PAN.NR.RER
Ref: PAN.NR.RER: point on the west side Duck Bay between it and Perkins Island. [R/A 131]
Identification: P15. Pelican Point, Duck Bay (?) [Circular Head: V80/81 H39/40]
PAN.NOW.NIP
Ref: PAN.NOW.NIP: Pelican Island. [R/B 144]

PARANAPLE
Ref: PARANAPLE: Mersey River. W. [JJ42]
PARANAPLE: River Mercy. W. [Braim46]
PIRINAPEL: Mersey River. [Lhotsky]
Identification: P17. Mersey River. [Forth: V41/42 H46/47]

PAR.DAR.RER
Ref: PAR.DAR.RER: where the large native hut is (26/3/30). [R/B 6]
Identification: P18. Nomeme Creek, Nye Bay. [Port Davey: V32/33 H92/93]

PARE.DAIR.ER.ME
Ref: PARE.DAIR.ER.ME: the country belonging to the Oyster Bay nation. [R/A 116]

PARE.HER.BOKE
Ref: PARE.HER.BOKE: a river (4/6/1832).
PARE.HER.BoKE: the river before coming to the Welcome River. [R/A 132]
PARE.HER.BoKE: the river where Mr George fell down and where there was rocks in
the middle. [R/B 131]

PARE.HER.TUD.HE.YAC
Ref: PARE.HER.TUD.HE.YAC: a river flowing into Robbins Passage (3/6/1832).
PARE.HER.TUD.DE.YAC: the river before coming to the river PARE.HER.BoKE.
[R/A 132]
PARE.HER.TUD.HE.YAC: the river before coming to the river PARE.HER.BoKE.
[R/B 131]

PARE.RID.DE.KER
Ref: PARE.RID.DE.KER: Sandy Cape. RIT. [R/B 14]
Identification: P22. Sandy Cape. [Sandy Cape: V11/13 H11/12]

PARE.ER.ME.NUCK
Ref: REE.NUCK
PARE.RONE.NER
Ref: PARE.RONE.NER: Mr Pybusses farm. [R/A 186]

PARE.TOY.LARE
Ref: PARE.TOY.LARE: the point at the Cave Boat Harbour. [R/A 128; R/B 106]
Identification: P24. Jacobs Boat Harbour, western head (?) [Table Cape: V68/69 H83/84]

PAR.LO.MARE.RE
Ref: PAR.LO.MARE.RE: Black Bluff (29/6/1834).
PAR.LO.MAIR.ER: hill near the coast north of the Black Bluff. [R/A 201]

PAR Luna DUNICK
Ref: PAR.LUN.DUNICK, PAR.LUNDERRICK: the point at Macquarie Harbour heads where the pilot's house stands (6/8/1833).
PAR.LOON.DUR.RICK: Pieman River. [R/A 138]
PAR.LORM.DUR.RIC: the pilot residence at the point at Macquarie Heads. [R/A 164]

PAR.MAN.NO
Ref: PAR.BAN.NO: East Inlet, Circular Head (15/5/1832).
PAR.MAN.NO: East Inlet. [R/A 114; R/A 130; R/B 111]
Identification: P27. East Inlet, Circular Head. [Circular Head: V78/83 H53/56]

PAR.MEEN.Er
Ref: (1) PAR.MEEN.Er (2) NOR.PER.VOW.EL.ER: extreme W Bluff. The last name the natives say was the name of an aboriginal female who was taken up to the clouds and where she afterwards remained and danced. [R/A 129; R/B 108]
PAR.MONE.NER.MEEN.Er.WAY: extreme Western Bluff. [R/A 202]
PAR.MONE.NER.MEEN.NA.WAY: extreme Western Bluff. [R/A 206]
PAR.MONE.NER.MEEN.NER.WAY: extreme Western Bluff. Jenny. [R/A 206]

PAR.MONE.Er
Ref: (1) PAR.MONE.Er (2) PLE.LUKE.HER.WE (3) LAR.HOPE.PE: Inglis River. (Trug (?) and Kit.) [R/A 127]
(1) PAR.MONE.Er (2) PLE.LUKE.HER.ME (3) LAR.HOPE.PE: the name of the Inglis River. (Trug and Kit.) [R/B 105]
Identification: P29. Inglis River. [Table Cape: V61/62 H93/94]

PARN.DOKE.EN.NE
Ref: NORE.RY.TY.MON.ER.LER
PARN.DOKE.EN.NER.LY.ER.PIN.DER
Ref: PARN.DOKE.EN.NER.LY.ER.PIN.DER: Campbell Town river. [GAR ms.]
Identification: P30. *Elizabeth River*. (South Esk: V57/58 H40/41)

PARRALAONGATEK
Ref: PARRALAONGATEK: Macquarie Harbour. [JM59]

PAR.RAP.PE
Ref: PAR.RAP.PE: the high rocky point west side of the river Oyare and near to it.
[R/A 128]
PAR.WRAP.PE: the high rocky point the west side of the river OYARE and near to it on east side of the river OYARE there are long sandy beaches and clear hilly country.
[R/B 107]
Identification: P32. *Wet Cave Point (?)* [Table Cape: V70/71 H77/78]

PAR.REN.DER
Ref: PAR.REN.DER: P.R.; so called by WORE.TEN.NAT.TE.LAR.GE.NER, a native of this place. [R/B 44]
PAR.REN.DER: Pipers River; so WARETERNATTER LARGENER calls it who is a native of the place. [R/B 83]

PAR.RER.WORE.RER.NER
Ref: PAR.RER.WORE.RER.NER: the west point at Swan Bay (9/1/1831).
PAR.RER.WORE.RER.NER: the W point of Swan Bay. [R/B 62]
Identification: P34. *Point Bagot (?)* [Freycinet: V38/39 H01/02]

PAR.TAL.LEEL.ER
Ref: PAR.TAL.LEEL.ER: point of land bounding E side of the inlet (14/5/1832).
PAR.TAL.LEEL.ER: point of the E side of the E inlet. [R/A 129]
PAR.TAL.LEEL.ER: the point at the E inlet on the west sie of the Black River where the natives hunted kangaroo. [R/B 109]
Identification: P35. *Black River Beach, eastern end*. [Circular Head: V82/83 H54/55]

PAR.TAN.NA.GAR
Ref: PAR.TAN.NA.GAR: waterfall at Netherby (7/6/1834).
PAR.TAN.NA.GAR: waterfall 3 m SW of Mount Pearce. [R/A 195]
Identification: P36. *Hatfield River, Netherby Plain (?)* [Sophia: V99/00 H83/84]
PAR.TAN.NER.ME.TEEL.LER
Ref: PAR.TAN.NER.ME.TEEL.LER: the country on the north side of Rollands at the base close to it. [R/A 205]
Identification: P37. Country to the north of Mount Roland (Claude Road?)
(Forth: V12/13 H39/40)

PAR.TEEN.NO
Identification: P38. Hampshire. [Hellyer: V31/32 H98]

PAR.TEN.NA.MA.NA
Ref: PAR.TEN.NA.MA.NA: Mt Bischoff (12/6/1834). PAR.TEN.NA.MA.NA: Mt Bischoff; the natives say that Mount Pearce which is large is the mother and that Mount Bishop is the daughter. [R/A 195]

PAR.TER.TUTH.ER.PELLUKE.ER.DE
Ref: PAR.TER.TUTH.ER.PELLUKE.ER.DE: the passage at Perkins Island. [R/B 141]
Identification: P40. Perkins Channel. [Circular Head: V82/84 H34/37]

PAR.TROLE.LER KAR.TOTE.TER
Ref: PAR.TROLE.LER KAR.TOTE.TER: East Inlet. [R/A 60] PAR.TROLE.PERKAR.TOTE.TER: the East Inlet. [R/B 140]
Identification: P41. Little Musselroe River, inlet. [Swan Island: V86/87 H87/88]

PATE.TEN.NE.RONE.WONG.HE
Ref: PATE.TEN.NE.RONE.WONG.HE: Black River (24/7/1830). PATE.TUN.NE.RONGE.WONG.HE: Black River. RIT. [R/A 38; R/B 32]
Identification: P42. Black River. (Circular Head: V77/78 H57/58)

PAT.TEN.GAR
Ref: PAT.TEN.GAR: Walkers Boat Harbour between Table Cape and Rocky Cape. [R/A 185]
Identification: P43. Jacobs Boat Harbour. [Table Cape: V67/69 H83/84]
PAY.DID.IC
Ref: PAY.DID.IC: the proper name for Robbins Island. [R/A 156]
Identification: P44. Robbins Island. [Welcome: V87/01 H20/37]

PAY.EN.WOOD.IC
Ref: PAY.EN.WOOD.IC: third river (25/7/1830).
PAY.EN.WOOD.EC: third river. RIT. [R/B 32]
Identification: P45. Sisters Creek. [Table Cape: V69/70 H78/79]

PAY.RID.DIC
Ref: PAY.RID.DIC: where Mr Reeves house stands. [R/A 131] [R/B 132]
PAY.RID.DIC: Sandy Cape. [R/A 156]
PAY.RID.DICK: Sandy Cape. [R/B 115]
Note: the entries for Sandy Cape could well be mistakes: the R/A entry follows closely a list of Sandy Cape Aborigines (3 September, 1832).
Identification: P46. Home Station, Woolnorth. [Welcome: V93/94 H07/08]

PAY.TER.TUN.NE.YAC
Ref: PAY.TER.TUN.NE.YAC: Studland Bay (20/2/1834).
PAY.TER.TUN.NE.YAC: Studland Bay. [R/A 187]
Identification: P47. Studland Bay. [Welcome: V85/86 H05/07]

PAY.THEN.WOO.DE.KER
Ref: PAY.THEN.WOO.DE.KER: Inglis River (27/7/1830).
PAY.THEN.NUNE.DAR.IC: Inglis River; PAY.THEN.WOO.DE.KER: Inglis River. [R/A 38]
PAY.THEN.NUNE.DUR.IC: river. [R/A 156]
PAY.THEN.NOON.DAR.IC: Inglis River. [R/B 143]
PAY.THEN.WOO.DE.KER: Inglis River; this is the proper name. [R/B 143]
Identification: P48. Inglis River. [Table Cape: V61/62 H93/94]

PE.ANG.GI.LARE
Ref: PE.ANG.GI.LARE: Circular Pond Marsh. [R/B 202]

PEE.AL.ER.ME.LIG.GEN.ER
Ref: PEE.AL.ER.ME.LIG.GEN.ER: the big mountain to the south-west of Mount Pedder. M. [R/A 109]
Identification: P50. Mount Barrow (?) [St Patricks: V19/20 H34/35]
PEE.BER.LIC.ER

Ref: (1) PEE.BER.LIC.ER (2) RAPE.BER.ER.Boon: the south point of E Hunter Island. [R/A 159]
PEE.BER.LIC.ER.RAPE.BER.ER.Boon: the S point of E Hunter. [R/B 133]

Identification: P51. South Hummock (?) (Three Hummock: V17/18 H21/22)

PEE.ER.RET.TER

Ref: PEE.ER.RET.TER: (Country SE of Campbell Town.) UMARRAH. (19/10/1831).
PEE.ER.RET.TER: the country where I camped after leaving Campbell Town, so called by Eumanah. [R/A 116]

Identification: P52. Parramores Creek, due east of Mount Morriston. [Little Swanport: V42/43 H64/65]

PEE.MING.EN

Ref: PEE.MING.EN: the big mountain before coming to the De Wit Isle. [R/B 27]

Identification: P53. Havelock Bluff (?) (South West Cape: V79/80 H56/57)

PEE.WUN.GAR

Ref: PEE.WUN.GAR: Cam River. PS. [R/A 127]

Identification: P54. Cam River. (Hellyer: V56/57 H02/03)

PEE.WUR.RO

Ref: PEE.WUR.RO: the point in the E inlet where the white man make hut 6 miles [9.6 km] up. [R/A 130]
PEE.WUR.RO: at the point where the white men make hut in the E inlet river. [R/B 110]

Identification: P55. On Black River. (Circular Head: V74/75 H55/56)

PELLREE

Ref: PELLREE: Cape Grim. W. [Braim]
PILREE: Cape Grim. W. [J42]
PILNI: Cape Grim (1835). [LH39]

Identification: P56. Cape Grim. (Welcome: V93/94 H04/05)

PEN.LUN.GER

Ref: PEN.LUN.GER: first inlet out of Duck Bay (1/6/1832).
PEN.LUN.GER: the inlet out of Duck Bay. [R/B 133]

PEN.MAT.TIC
Ref: PEN.MAT.TIC: Rocky Point. [R/B 32]
    BEN.MAT.TIE: Rocky Point. (PD) [R/B 33]
    PEN.MAT.TIC: Rocky Point (26/7/1830)
    PEN.MAT.TIC: Rocky Point. RIT. [R/A 38]

Identification: P58. Rocky Cape (?) [Table Cape: V76/77 H73/74]

PEN.NEN.WOOD.DE.KER
Ref: PEN.NEN.WOOD.DE.KER: the land of the head at W line ?? [R/B 146]

Identification: P59. Indeterminate, but perhaps PAY.THEN.WOO.DE.KER, Inglis River.

PEN.NER.RIN.NE.KER
Ref: PEN.NER.RIN.NE.KER: Round Hill. [R/B 14]

Identification: P60. Round Hill. [Hellyer: V52/53 H11/12]

PEP.ER.LANE.NE
Ref: PEP.ER.LANE.NE: Mount Pedder. M CP. [R/A 108]

Identification: P61. The Sideling (?) [St Patricks: V31/32 H31/34]

PER.RAM.MEN.NER
Ref: PER.RAM.MEN.NER: Brown River (Woorraddedy). [R/A 70]
    PER.RAM.MEN.NER: Browns River. B. [R/B 61]


PID.DE.BUKE
    PID.DE.BUKE: Arthurs Hill (12/6/1833).
    PID.DE.BUKE: the hill called Arthur Hill opposite the settlement. [R/A 164]

Identification: P63. Birchs Inlet, Trig 248. (?) [Cape Sorell: V01/02 H70/71]

PIL.ER.WAY.TACK.EN.TER
Ref: PIL.ER.WAY.TACK.EN.TER: George Town Point. Jack. [R/A 128]
    PIL.ER.WAY.TACK.EN.TER: George Town Point. Jack. [R/B 107]

Identification: P64. Low Head (?) [Tamar: V54/55 H82/83]

PIL.LE.DE.KER
Ref: PIL.LE.DE.KER: Robbins Island. [R/B 77; R/B 145]
    PIL.LE.DE.KER: Robbins Island. [GAR ms.]


PIN.DER.REN.NE
Ref: NUM.DING.HE
PIP.PEL.LEN.ER.MUR.NER
Ref: PIP.PEL.LEN.ER.MUR.NER: Mount Pedder (with annotation by GAR, "this is correct"). M. [R/A 108] [PEP.ER.LANE.NE: Mount Pedder. M. CP. - the incorrect entry referred to above.]
Identification: P66. The Sideling (?) [St Patricks: V31/32 H31/34]

PIRINAPEL
Ref: PARANAPEL

PLEE.HER.MULE.LER.LUM.LAR
Ref: PLEE.HER.MULE.LER.LUM.LAR: the hill to the eastward of Mr Aikins farm. [R/A 182]
Identification: P67. Hill NNE "Glen Esk", South Esk River. [South Esk: V75/76 H39/40]

PLEE.PER.TOOM.MELAR
Ref: PLEE.PER.TOOM.MELAR: the N Esk at Mr Aikins. [R/A 182]
Identification: P68. "Glen Esk", South Esk River. [South Esk: V75/76 H39/40]

PLE.LUKE.HER.WE
Ref: PAR.MONE.ER

PLIC.KILLER
Ref: PLIC.KILLER: lofty mountain range running east and west (29/6/1834).
PLIC.KILLER, PLICKILLER: ref. LAN.NER PLICK.KILLER or Boomer Hills (16/7/1834).
Identification: P69. Bonds Range. [Sophia: V01/05 H09/14]

POBE.BER.LIB.ER.BUR.IC
Ref: POBE.BER.LIB.ER.BUR.IC: a little island on the E Hunter a short distance above the ship anchorage where the seal is and mutton birds. [R/A 158]
Identification: P70. Bears Island. [Three Hummock: V22 H16/17]

POE.GER.LY
Ref: POE.GER.LY: Birches Bay. [R/B 34]
Identification: P71. Birchs Inlet. [Cape Sorell: V90/00 H73/75]

POE.NO.VAR
Ref: GO.NO.VAR
POETER (POTER).LINE.ER
Ref: POETER (POTER).LINE.ER: Oyster Cove. B. [GAR ms.]
Identification: P72. Oyster Cove. (D'Entrecasteaux: V26/27 H21/22)

POIN.ER.RUD.DICK
Ref: POIN.ER.RUD.DICK: first point south of TY.BER.LUCK.ER (18/6/1832).
POIN.ER.RUD.DIC: first point after leaving West Point. [R/A 137]
POIN.ER.RUD.DICK: the second point. [R/B 114]
Identification: P73. Pavement Point. (Welcome: V67/68 H00/01)

POIN.RUD.DIC
Ref: POIN.RUD.DIC: Black River. [R/A 114]
POIN.RUD.DICK: Black River. [R/A 129]
POIN.RUD.ICK: Black River. [R/B 109]
Identification: P74. Black River. (Circular Head: V76/77 H57/58)

POLE.LE.WAW.TA NAR.PEN.ER
Ref: POLE.LE.WAW.TA NAR.PEN.ER: Little Forester River. M CP. [c.f. NAR.PEN.NER]
Identification: P75. Little Forester River. (Ninth Island: V63/64 H29/30)

PO.MEEN.TATE.ER.KUN.ER
Ref: PO.MEEN.TATE.ER.KUN.ER: Eastern Marshes. [R/A 120]
PO.MENE.TATE.TER.KUN.NEN.NER: Eastern Marshes. [R/B 142]
Identification: P76. Eastern Marshes. (Little Swanport: V14/16 H48/50)

PONRABBEL
Ref: PONRABBEL: Tamar River. [JM59]
Identification: P77. Tamar River, northern Tasmania.

POON.ER.LUT.TEN.ER
Ref: LALE.WONG.EN.ER

POON.ER.TIT.TEN.ER
Ref: NALE.WALK.EN.ER

POORANETTERE
Ref: UNGHANYAHLETTA
POORA TINGALE
Ref: POORA TINGALE: Arch Island. [JM59]

POR.ER.KO YOIN.DUR.IC
Ref: POR.ER.KO YOIN.DUR.IC: the long point after leaving the rocky boat harbour. [R/A 158]
Identification: P79. Wallaby Point (?) Hunter Island. [Welcome: V13 H05/06]

PORT.TER.ME.LUER.LY
Ref: PORT.TER.ME.LUER.LY: Oyster Bay. [R/B 23]
PORT.TER.ME.LOON.ER: Oyster Bay. Tom / OYB. [R/B 71]
PORT.TER.ME.LOON.ER: Oyster Bay. Tom. [R/B 102]
Identification: P80. Great Oyster Bay. [Freycinet.]

POTHY MUNATIA
Ref: POTHY MUNATIA: high lands behind Oyster Bay. [JM59]
POTHY MUNATTA: [JM57]

PLEE.PER.TOOM.MELAR
Ref: PLEE.PER.TOOM.MELAR: the N Esk at Mr Aikins. [R/A 182]
Identification: P82. "Glen Esk", South Esk River. [South Esk: V75/76 H39/40]

POYANANNUPYACK
Ref: POYANANNUPYACK: Oyster Bay. [JM59]
Identification: P83. Great Oyster Bay. [Freycinet.]

POYNDCU
Ref: POYNDCU: Port Davey. [JM57] [JM59]
Identification: P84. Port Davey, south-west Tasmania.

PRAHREE
Ref: PRAHREE: Huon Island. [JM59]
Identification: P85. Huon Island. [D'Entrecasteaux: V06/07 H11/12]
PREE.LUNE.NER
Ref: PREE.LUNE.NER: Big Mussel Roe (19/12/1830).
PRE.LOON.NER: Big Mussel Roe (19/3/1831). [R/A 77]
PRE.LEO.NER: Big Muscle Roe at Cape Portland. [R/B 49]
PRE.LEO.NE: Big Muscle Row. [R/B 58]

Identification: P86. Great Musselroe River. (Swan Island: V78/79 H94/95)

PREMAYDENA
Ref: PREMAYDENA: Port Arthur. [JM59]

Identification: P87. Port Arthur. (Storm Bay: V22/23 H68/69)

PREMINGHANA
Ref: PREMINGHANA: Mount Cameron (West). [JM59]

Identification: P88. Mount Cameron West. (Welcome: V73/74 H06/07)

PROBE.BEL.LE.GEN.TER
Ref: PROBE.BEL.LE.GEN.TER: the country at Big Piper River. [R/A 141]
PROBE.BEL.LE.GEN.TER: the country at Big Pipers River. [R/B 117]

Identification: P89. Weymouth district (?) (St Patricks: V59/60 H12/13)

PROMANER.LINE
Ref: PROMANER.LINE: Snug Cove. [GAR ms.]
PROMENAUNAH: Browns River. [JM59]

Identification: P90. Snug Bay. (D'Entrecasteaux: V31/32 H21/22)

PRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER
Ref: (1) PRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER (2) QUARE.RE.TING.EN.NER: the sandy beach or bend round the point opposite Maria Island. [R/A 67]
(1) TRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER (2) QUARE.RE.TING.EN.ER: the coast takes a bend round this Point in this bend is a long sandy beach called (1) _ (2) _. [R/B 66]

Identification: P91. Raspins Beach (?), Prosser Bay. (Prosser: V88/89 H72/73)

 Pry.HAP.PEN.NER
Ref: PRY.HAP.PEN.NER: the place where Gatehouse's furthest farm is and where the two men killed by the natives is buried. [R/A 68]

Identification: P92. Grindstone Bay. (Little Swanport: V00/01 H80/81)

PUN.DRIM
Ref: PUN.DRIM: Petrel Island. [R/A 158]

PUN.NER.DARE.RE.ME  
Ref: PUN.NER.DARE.RE.ME: Mosquito Island. [R/B 10]  
Identification: P94. Walker Island. [Welcome: V00/06 H23/27]

PUN.NE.WORE.TE.TER  
Ref: PUN.NE.WORE.TE.TER: the big lagoon at Double Sandy Point. M CP. [R/A 110]  
Identification: P95. Lagoons behind Double Sandy Point. [Ninth Island: V62/65 H20/29]

PUN.TE.HAN.NER  
Ref: PUN.TE.HAN.NER: country at Cape Portland. [R/B 32]  
(Cape Portland and Swan Island maps.)

PURREKA  
Ref: PURREKA: tract on the coast between Detention River and Circular Head. [JM59]  
Identification: P97. Coast between Detention River and Circular Head.  
(Circular Head: V74/82 H53/70)

PY.EN.DUKE  
Ref: PY.EN.DUKE: country opposite first sandy beach (2/9/1833).  
PY.EN.DUKE: the country opposite first sandy beach. [R/A 180]  
Identification: P98. Region between Lanes Tor and Lagoon River (?) [Conical Rocks: V93/03]

PY.RE.MIN.PAR.DUD.DIC  
Ref: PY.RE.MIN.PAR.DUD.DIC: the rock point N end of the sandy beach (4/9/33). [R/A 178]  

QUARE.RE.TING.EN.NER  
Ref: PRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER

RALLELINGHANOA  
Ref: RALLELINGHANOA: range of hills between Bagdad and Dromedary. [JM59]  
Identification: R1. Mangalore Tier. [Derwent: V78/81 H13/18]

RAM.EN.ER.LONG.EN.TER  
Ref: RAM.EN.ER.LONG.EN.TER: the largest of two peaked hills close to a large lagoon (13/11/1831).  
RAM.EN.ER.LONG.ENTER: named by GAR "Montepeliatter" (15/11/1831).  
RAM.EN.ER.LONG.EN.TER: peaked hill GAR named "Montpelienatter", where the smoke of the native fire was described and where GAR awaited the arrival of his natives return. [R/A 117]  
RAMINEA
Ref: RAMINEA: Port Esperance. [JM59]
Identification: R3. Port Esperance. (D'Entrecasteaux: V00/05 H00/06)

RANE.NONE.NE.ROKE
Ref: RANE.NONE.NE.ROKE: a hut about 4 miles from the cape - not clear whether refers
to the region of the hut or to the cape, but probably the latter (20/2/1834).
RAY.NO.NE.ROKE: encampment where there is a shepherds hut about 3 miles south
of Spring hut (2/3/1834).
RANE.NONE.NE.ROKE: the shepherds hut past Spring Hut. [R/A 195]
Identification: R4. Hut on tableland behind Hippo Point. [Welcome: V89/90 H04/05]

RANG.GOE.RAD.DE
Ref: RANG.GOE.RAD.DE: North-West Bay. B. [R/A 70]
RANG.YOE.RAD.DE: NW Bay. B. [R/B 61]
Identification: R5. North West Bay. [D'Entrecasteaux: V32/38 H21/26]

RAPE.BER.ER.BOON
Ref: PEE.BER.LIC.ER

RAR.BEEN.NO
Ref: RAR.BEEN.NO: the small river before coming to Mr Reeves house. [R/A 132]
RAR.BEEN.NO: the river before coming to Mr Reeves house. [R/B 131]
Identification: R6. Creek draining high land opposite Murkay Islets (?)
[Welcome: V96/97 H07/08]

RARN.NER.MED.IM
Ref: KOIN.DRIM

RARN.NER.WIM
Ref: KOIN.DRIM

RAY.GHE.PY.ER.REN.NE
Ref: RAY.GHE.PY.ER.REN.NE: Derwent River. [R/A 71]
RAY.GHE.PY.ER.REN.NE: River Derwent. [R/B 60]

REE.BOY.UNG.EN.TEN.ER
Ref: REE.BOY.UNG.EN.TEN.ER: the hut at the back of stores hut Eastern Marshes the west
side of the hut. OYB. [R/B 142]
Identification: R8. Eastern Marshes (Stonehenge). [Little Swanport: V05/06 H52]
REE.HER
Ref: REE.HER: Duck Bay i.e. entrance to Duck River (1/6/1832).
       REE.HER: Duck Bay. [R/A 131; R/B 133]
Identification: R9. Duck Bay. [Circular Head: V79/83 H35/43]

REEMERE
Ref: REEMERE: South Arm. [JM59]
Identification: R10. South Arm. [D'Entrecasteaux: V35/36 H34/35]

REENEKA
Ref: REENEKA: Hunters Island. [JM59]
Identification: R11. Hunter Island. [Welcome: V02/26 H05/13]

REN.NUCK
Ref: REEN.NUCK: the point of the cliff where we descend to Studland Bay. [R/A 132]
       REEN.NUCK: the point on cliff where you ascend after leaving the sandy beach. [R/B 112]
       (1) PAR.ER.ME.NUCK (2) REE.NUCK: first point after leaving the waterfall, the point opposite the white mans hut. [R/A 125; R/B 120]
Identification: R12. Clifftop N end Studland Bay. [Welcome: V86/87 H06/07]

REE.WER
Ref: REE.WER: a river running out of a lagoon about 3/4 mile [1.2 km] NW of Mount Cameron. [R/A 137]
       REE.WER: the lagoon NW of Mount Cameron about 1/2 mile [0.8 km] distant. [R/B 113]
Identification: R13. Unnamed creek draining lagoons on to Two Mile Sand. [Welcome: V74/75 H07/08]

RENNAA KANNAPUGHOOLA
Ref: RENNA KANNAPUGHOOLA: Tinder-box Bay. [JM59]

RING.ER.ROOMER
Ref: RINGERROOMER: bay, and long point at NW end (20/10/1830).
       RINGERROOMER: point E of Cape Portland and islands off point (21/10/1830).
       RING.ER.ROOMER: the point shelters Little Mussel Roe River from the westerlies (29/12/1830).
       RING.ER.ROOM.ER: Mother Brown's country. [R/B 49]
Identification: R15. Little Musselroe estuary. [Swan Island: V85/87 H87/88]
ROE.BOX.VEER.ER.TUN.NO

Ref: ROE.BOX.VEER.ER.TUN.NO: the country on the west side of Vandyke Mountain near to it running to its base and extending to Claude Mountain; there is grassy country here and open forest viz. small grassy plains of 20 or 30 acres. [R/A 206]


ROEINRIM

Ref: ROEINRIM or TRAOOTA MUNATTA: Mount Hemskirk. [JM59]


ROE.NOUN

Ref: ROE.NOUN: the point where Jack made the smoke south of Arthur River when the natives came to the river (2/9/32). [R/A 156]

Identification: R18. Sundown Point. [Sandy Cape: V45/46 H03/04]

ROIN.BOW.WER

Ref: ROIN.BOW.WER: the rocky point opposite the hut at Studland Bay 6 miles [9.6 km] NW of Mount Cameron; a sandy beach extends from the mount to the point; there are 3 or 4 small streams that cross the beach. [R/A 132]

ROIN.BOW.WER: the rocky point about 1 1/2 miles [2.4 km] NW of Mount Cameron; a sandy beach extends from the mount to the point. [R/B 129]

Identification: R19. Maxies Point (?). [Welcome: V78 H06/07]

ROLELEEPER

Ref: ROLELEEPER: Maria Island. Nimrod. [GAR ms.]

Identification: R20. Maria Island. [Maria.]

ROY.EN.RIM

Ref: ROY.EN.RIM: Pieman River (17/6/1833, 15/7/1833).
ROYENRIM: Pieman River (7/9/1833).
ROIN.EN.RUN: Pieman River (28/4/1833).
(1) MAY.WOO.RIM (2) ROY.UN.RIM: the country where WYNE belongs to at the Pieman River. [R/A 156; R/A 175]
ROY.EN.RIM: Piemans River (8/9/1833). [R/A 169; R/A 171]


ROLLY

Ref: ROL.LY: Bull Bay. [R/A 186]


ROMANRAIK

Ref: MONATTEK
RON.DE.RE.MODE.RIC.ER

Ref:  
RON.DE.RE.MODE.RIC.ER: Welcome River (4/6/1832).  
RON.DE.RE.MODE.DRICK: Welcome River. [R/A 124]  
RON.DE.RE.MODE.RIC: Welcome River. [R/A 131; R/B 119]  
RON.DE.RE.MODE.RIC.ER: the river near Mr Reeves about 3 miles off beyond the swamp. Welcome River. [R/B 131]  
RUN.DE.RE.MOE.DER.IC: Welcome River (16/2/1834).  
RUN.DE.RE.MOE.DER.IC: Welcome River. [R/A 186]  
RUN.DE.RE.MOE.DER.IC: Welcome River. [R/A 195]

Identification: R23. Welcome River. (Welcome: V87/88 H11/12)

ROOBALA MANGANA

Ref:  
ROOBALA MANGANA: Barren Joey Island. [JM59]


ROOB.BELER MARNG.EN.ER

Ref:  
ROOB.BELER MARNG.EN.ER: Big Piper River. (Bung.) [R/A 110]  
ROOB.BELER.MARNG.EN.ER: Big Piper River. [R/B 135]

Identification: R25. Pipers River. (St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14)

ROKE.DAIR.RE.ME.LOW

Ref:  
ROKE.DAIR.RE.ME.LOW: country at Oyster Bay (17/7/1831).


ROUTEEL.LIT.TER

Ref:  
ROUTEEL.LIT.TER: the country back of Waterhouse Point, the grassy plain where the native hut was and boomer. [R/A 208]


ROWERLIN

Ref:  
ROWERLIN, ROW.WERLINE: Stack Island (22/7/1832).  
ROW.WERLINE: Stack Island. [R/A 131; R/B 17; R/B 132]  
ROW.WERLINE: Stack Island. CG. [R/B 144]

Identification: R28. Stack Island. (Welcome: V02/03 H11/12)

ROW.NUN.NE

Ref:  
(1) ROW.NUN.NE (2) ROW.TEN.NER: a hill/mountain NE by N of Mount Frederick, near Mount Cameron. CP. M. [R/A 105]

Identification: R29. Little Mount Horror. (Forester: V59/60 H68/69)

ROW.TEN.NER

Ref:  
ROW.NUN.NE
ROW.WER.LINE
Ref: ROWERLIN

ROW.WER.RER.NER
Ref: ROW.WER.RER.NER: the Schoutens. [R/A 65]
ROW.WER.RER.NER: the Schouten Islands. [R/B 65]
Identification: R30. Freycinet Peninsula/Schouten Island. [Freycinet]

ROW.WER.WON.RID.DIC
Ref: ROW.WER.WON.RID.DIC: the point south of Swan Bay. (LEE.LING.ER) [R/A 171]
Identification: R31. Yellow Bluff (?) [Cape Sorell: V23/24 H58/59]

ROY.HE.MUN.MUR.IC
Ref: ROY.HE.MUN.MUR.IC: small wood among low hills on N bank of Arthur River (28/2/1834).
ROY.HE.MUN.MER.IC: the place of my encampment in the wood at Arthur River. [R/A 187]
Identification: R32. Campsite in low hills N bank Arthur River. [Sandy Cape: V52/53 H03/04]

RUM.MER.NEEGE.GEE
Ref: RUM.MER.NEEGE.GEE: Port D' Esperance. [R/B 34]
Identification: R33. Port Esperance. [D'Entrecasteaux: V00/05 H00/06]

RUM.MER.WINE.DID.IC
Ref: (1) RUM.MER.WINE.DID.IC (2) KOR.HE.NOKE: Rocky Boat Harbour, W Hunter (13/9/1832).
RUM.MER.WINE.DID.IC (2) KOR.HE.NOKE: Rocky Boat Harbour (West Hunter Island). [R/A 157]
TORE.HE.NOKE.ER: Rocky Boat Harbour (7/10/32).
TARE.HE.NOKE: place where natives hunted, Hunter Island (3/10/32).
Identification: R34. Little Duck Bay (?) Hunter Island. [Welcome: V10/11 H07/08]

RUN.NER.BOOR.RIKE
Ref: RUN.NER.BOOR.RIKE: the small island opposite Mr Reeves house where the rabbits is kept. [R/A 131]
RUN.NER.BOOR.RIKE: the small island near Mr Reeves house where the robleads (?) are kept. [R/B 132]
Identification: R35. Shell Islets (?) [Welcome: V94/95 H09/10]

RUNT.TE.KAR.DIM.MER
Ref: RUNT.TE.KAR.DIM.MER, RUN.TE.KUN.DIM: a place between TAY.RID.DIC and TORE.RONE.HER. [R/B 15]
RY.AT.TER.TOME.ME.LAR

Ref: RY.AT.TER.TOME.ME.LAR: about 2 miles up Elizabeth Creek east of Mr Keetches farm and 4 miles distant. [R/A 182]

Identification: R37. Elizabeth River. [St Pauls: V57/59(?) H54/57(?)]

RY.BOON.ER

Ref: RY.BOON.ER: Detention River. [R/A 114; R/A 129]
(1) RY.BUNE.ER (2) RY.BOON.ER.LARE: Detention River. [R/B 108]

Identification: R38. Detention River. [Circular Head: V74/75 H69/70]

RY.ER.TER.PEE

Ref: RY.ER.TER.PEE: the point of West Inlet. [R/A 130; R/B 111]

Identification: R39. Eastern end Anthony Beach. [Circular Head: V82/83 H53]

TAB.LAB.BER.RE.NUKE

Ref: TAB.LAB.BER.RE.NUKE: place where GAR met the natives, that is WYMURICK and his tribe for second time, inland between Mount Cameron and TYBERLUCKER (15/7/1832).

Identification: T1. Region of Green Point = Marrawah - Redpa region (?) [Welcome: V69/70 H01/02]

TABLE BUNNA

Ref: TABLE BUNNA: tier (east). [Arthur]

Identification: T2. Eastern Tier (eastern ranges drained by Little Swanport and Macquarie Rivers).

TADE.DE.MER

Ref: TADE.DE.MER: Trefoil Island. RIT. [R/B 18]
TADE.DE.MER: Trefoil Island. CG. [R/B 147]

Identification: T3. Trefoil Island. [Welcome: V98/00 H03/06]

TADE.RICK.ER

Ref: TADE.RICK.ER: the point of Robbins Island opposite Circular Head. [R/B 15]

Identification: T4. Cape Elie. [Circular Head: V90/92 H36/37]

TAG.GE.NER

Ref: TAG.GE.NER: Port Dalrymple. [R/B 20]

Identification: T5. Port Dalrymple, northern Tasmania.

TAL.LOON.NE

Ref: TAL.LOON.NE: Huon River. B/Truggemanner. [R/A 55]
TUL.LUNE.NE: Huon River. [R/B 34]
TAL.LOON.NE: Huon River. (Truggenna.) [R/B 57]
TAHUNE - LINAH: Huon River. [JM59]
TALUNE: country lying between Mount Royal and Port Cygnet. [JM 59]

Identification: T6. Huon River. [D'Entrecasteaux: V06/08 H08/14]

TAL.LAB.BER.RE.NUKE

Ref: TAL.LAB.BER.RE.NUKE: the place in the tier of hills where I communicated with the natives on Sunday 15 July 1832, i.e. near TYBERLUCKER. [R/A 125; R/B 121]


TAL.LUM.EN.ER.GUL.LY

Ref: TAL.LUM.EN.ER.GUL.LY: Mersey River. PS. [R/A 127]


TALUNE

Ref: TAL.LOON.NE

TANE.NER.YOU.ER

Ref: TANE.NER.YOU.ER: the cliff where the people was shot (at Cape Grim). (?) [RIT. [R/B 14]

Identification: T9. Suicide Bay, Woolnorth. [Welcome: V94/95 H04/05]

TANGATEMA

Ref: TANGATEMA: Albatross Island. [JM59]

Identification: T10. Albatross Island. [Three Hummock: V27/28 H00/01]

TANG.DIM.MER

Ref: (1) TANG.DIM.MER (2) TARN.ER.DAY: Rocky Cape. Lowreene/Moonartric. [R/A 48] (1) TANG.DIM.MER (Lawreener) (2) TARN.ER.DAY: (Moon.nar.tric) Rocky Cape. [R/B 52]

Identification: T11. Rocky Cape. (Table Cape: V76/77 H73/74]

TANG.ER.DIM.ME

Ref: TANG.ER.DIM.ME: West Point. CG. [R/B 144]

Identification: T12. West Point. (Welcome: V64/65 H98/99]

TANG.UM.RONE.NER

Ref: TANG.UM.RONE.NER: Eddystone Point. [R/A 54; R/B 56]

Identification: T13. Eddystone Point. [Swan Island: V60/61 H13/14]
TANG.UM.ROON.NE
Ref: TANG.UM.ROON.NE: Waterhouse Point. (Pung.) [R/B 57]
TANG.UM.ROON PEEN.DER: Waterhouse Point. M CP. [R/A 109]
Identification: T14. Waterhouse Point. [Cape Portland: V80/81 H56/57]

TAOONAWENNA
Ref: TAOONAWENNA: Three Hut Point. [JM59]
Identification: T15. Three Hut Point. [D'Entrecasteaux: V09/10 H19/20]

TARE.ER.PAT.ER.TAN.NE
Ref: HAR.LER.PEENDER

TARE.ER.PAT.TELE.TARE.REE.N.EER
Ref: TARE.ER.PAT.TEL.TARE.REE.N.EER: the island at Double Sandy Point. M CP. [R/A 109]

TARE.HE.NEKE
Ref: RUM.MER.WINE.DID.IC

TARE.HE.NUM.NEEP
Ref: (1) TARE.HE.NUM.NEEP (2) DRAY.WOON.NER: the boat harbour opposite the ship anchorage on the east side of W Hunter at the northern end; this is an excellent boat harbour and is singularly indented having 2 hills on each side terminating in the sea by 2 large rocks; the intermediate space is a fine sandy beach having a rill of water running through it. There is plenty of crawfish mutton fish warena &c. The northern extremity of the West Hunter consisted of clear grassy country grassy land hills. [R/A 157]
DRAW.YOON.ER: country at the boat harbour (8/10/1832).
DRAW.YOON.NER: (24/10/1832).
DRAW.YOONE: (25/10/1832).

TARE.REE.NER
Ref: TARE.REE.NER: Preservation Island. (TL Sall.) [R/B 50]
TARE.REE.NER: Preservation Island. (Tyreelore Sall.) [R/A 46]

TAR.ER.NEEM.ER.RE
Ref: TAR.ER.NEEM.ER.RE: Rolands Repulse (30/6/1834).
TAR.ER.NEEM.ER.RE: Vandyke Mountain (3/7/1834).
TUR.ER.NEEM.ER.RE: Vandyke Mountain (5/7/1834).
TOREN.ER.NEEM.ER.RE: Claude (10/7/1834).
TARE.ER.NEEM.ER.RE: Vandyke and Claude Mountains. (Jenny.) [R/A 206]
TAR.ER.NEEM.ER: Van Dyke. [R/A 201]


TARN.ER.DAY

Ref: TANG.DIM.MER

TAR.NE.YOU.EER

Ref: TAR.NE.YOU.EER: Mount Cameron. RIT. [R/B 14]
TAR.NE.YOU.EER: the rock where the people was shot. [R/B 147]

Identification: T20. Mount Cameron West. [Welcome: V73/74 H06/07]

TA.RORE.RER

Ref: TA.RORE.RER: Stack (overwritten "Petrel"). [R/B 146]


TAR.RER NE.ME.RE

Ref: TAR.RER.NE.ME.RE: Western Bluff. [R/B 202]

Identification: T22. Western Bluff. [Mersey: V92/93 H40/41]

TAR.TOW.YER.REM.NE ROUN

Ref: TAR.TOW.YER.REM.NE ROUN: the little island between Trefoil and the West Hunter. [R/A 122]
TAR.TOW.YER.REM.NE.ROUNE: the little island between Trefoil and the West Hunter. [R/B 121]

Identification: T23. Bird Island. [Welcome: V02/03 H06/08]

TAR.WAY

Ref: TAR.WAY: Robbins Island. RIT. [R/B 38]


TAT.TER.LOE.MAN.NER

Ref: TAT.TER.LOE.MAN.NER: river eastward of Double Sandy Point (13/10/1830).
TAT.TER.LOE.MAN.NER: the river after passing Piper River. [R/B 47]
TAT.TER.LOE.MAN.NER: the river after Piper River. (N. Jumbo.) [R/A 43]

Identification: T25. Little Forester River. [Ninth Island: V63/64 H63/64]

TAY.KEN.ER

Ref: TAY.KEN.ER: the hill oposite Duneeeden. (Mangl.) [R/A 183]

TAY.RID.DIC

Ref: TAY.RID.DIC: a long point before coming to TORE.RONE.HER. [R/B 15]


TAY.RIM

Ref: TAY.RIM: the bay or sandy beach after leaving MOON.DER.REE.KOW.DIM point. [R/A 137]
TAY.RIM: the bay or sandy beach after leaving the Arthur River. [R/B 114]
TAY.RIM: river at the north end of the high land (8/9/1833). [error = NAY.RIM]

Identification: T28. Sandy beach between Bluff Hill Point and West Point. [Sandy Cape/Welcome: V57/61 H99/01]

TAY.TIT.ICK.IT.HE.KE.R

Ref: TAY.TIT.ICK.IT.HE.KE.R: Drys Bluff. (Eumanah.) [R/A 113]

Identification: T29. Drys Bluff. (Meander: V82/83 H85/86)

TEBRAKUNNA

Ref: TEBRAKUNNA: Cape Portland district. [JM59]

Identification: T30. Country at Cape Portland, north-eastern Tasmania. [Cape Portland and Swan Island maps]

TEBRANUYKUNNA

Ref: TEBRANUYKUNNA: Glamorgan district. [JM59]


TED.DE.MER

Ref: TED.DE.MER: Trefoil Island. [R/B 10]

Identification: T32. Trefoil Island. (Welcome: V98/00 H03/06)

TEE.BE.LEB.BER.RER MEN.NAPE.BONE.YER MEN.NAN.YER

Ref: TEE.BE.LEB.BER.RER MEN.NAPE.BONE.YER MAN.MAN.YER: the river at Mr Harts farm at Prosser River (11/1/1831).
TEE.BE.LEB.BER.RER MEN.NAPE.BONE.YER.MAN.NUN.YER: the river at Mr Harts farm at Prosser River. [R/A 63]
TEE.BE.LEB.BER.RER.MEN.NAPE.BONE.YER.MENANYER: the river at Paddy Harts farm. [R/B 63]

Identification: T33. Little Swanport River. [Little Swanport: V11/12 H77/78]

TEE.BE.LOR.DE.KER

Ref: TEE.BE.LOR.DE.KER: the NE entrance to Duck Bay. [R/B 141]

Identification: T34. Eagle Point. (Circular Head: V81/83 H40/41)
TEE.BIN.NER
Ref: TEE.BIN.NER: the long point at the west side of the inlet to Pittwater River. OYB, [R/B 59]

TEE.ER.LORE
Ref: TEE.ER.LORE: Rocky Cape River. Jack. [R/A 48]
TEE.ER.LORE: Rocky Cape River. Jack PLH. [R/B 52]
Identification: T36. *Detention River (?)* [Circular Head: V74/75 H69/70]

TEE.NON.DO.O.HER
Ref: TEE.NON.DO.O.HER: small river at boat harbour at West Point (17/6/1832).
TEE.NON.DO.O.HER: the river before you reach PANGERMOONER and near to it; this is a boat harbour. [R/A 137]
TEE.NON.DO.O.HER: the river before you reach PANG.ER.MOON.ER and near to it; this is a boat harbour. [R/B 113]
Identification: T37. *Shell Creek, southern end Three Mile Sand.* [Welcome: V68/69 H04]

TEE.MOKE
Ref: TEE.MOKE: Harcus River (15,16/2/1834).
TEE.MOKE: Spring hut, not Harcus River (see explanation) (19/2/1834).
TEE.MOKE: where I encamped near the marsh and where there is a house and tanpit, also near the sheep washing place - about 4 miles [6.4 km] from Cape Grim. [R/A 186]
TEE.MOKE: Spring hut at Cape Grim. [R/A 195]
Identification: T38. *Hut at Spring Hill, Woolnorth.* [Welcome: V92/93 H05/06]

TEEMTOOMELE MENENNYE
Ref: TEEMTOOMELE MENENNYE: Derwent River. [JM59]

TEEN.DER.RER
Ref: TEEN.DER.RER: point between Duck Bay and Duck River. [R/A 131]
TEE.NON.DO.O.HER: point between Duck Bay and Duck River. [R/B 133]
Identification: T40. *Copper Mine Point (?)* [Circular Head: V79/80 H42/43]

TEEN.EN.NIC.EN.TER
Ref: TEEN.EN.NIC.EN.TER: stony head on the point near P.R. CP M. [R/A 110]
Identification: T41. *Pipers Head.* [St Patricks: V60/61 H13/14]

TEEN.NER.MAIR.RER.KOON.NER
Ref: TEEN.NER.MAIR.RER.KOON.NER: Macquarie River (21/10/1831).
TEEN.NER.MAIR.ER.KOON.NER: Macquarie River. Manneyer M. [R/A 116]
Identification: T42. *Macquarie River.* [South Esk: V95/96 H10/11]
TEEN.NE.VUTH
Ref: TEEN.NE.VUTH: Woody Island. [R/B 34]
Identification: T43. Southport Island. [D'Entrecasteaux: V86/87 H00/01]

TEE.PLERE
Ref: (1)TEE.PLERE (2) TEE.PLERE: West Inlet. [R/A 130]
TEE.PLERE: the West Inlet. [R/B 111]
TEE.PLERE: West Inlet. R/A 114
Identification: T44. West Inlet. [Circular Head: V80/83 H49/53]

TEER.RE.LEEN.NE
Ref: TEERALINNACK or TERA-LINNA: Eaglehawk Neck. [JM59]
TEER.RE.LEEN.NE: Eaglehawk Neck. B. [R/A 70]
TEER.RE.LEEN.NER.MAR.KOME.MEN.NER: Eaglehawk Neck. OYB. [R/A 72]
TEER.RE.LEEN.NER.MAR.KOME.MEN.ER: Eaglehawk Neck. OYB. [R/B 59]
TEER.RE.LEEN.NER: Eaglehawk Neck. B. [R/B 60]
Identification: T45. Eaglehawk Neck. [Storm Bay: V36/37 H75/76]

TEE.RUL.LER
Ref: TEE.RUL.LER: Cam River. [R/A 38]
Identification: T46. Cam River. [Hellyer: V55/56 H02/03]

TEE.YOU.LUNG.GAR.PINE.NE
Ref: TEE.YOU.LUNG.GAR.PINE.NE: campsite on N bank of Mersey 2 miles [3.2 km] below Mole Creek, i.e. bend of river at island and opposite W end of Den plain (15/7/1834).
TEE.YOU.LUNG.GAR.PINE.NE: the spot where the natives made damper and where I encamped; it is opposite the fishing rocks and near the hill where the red ochre mine is and on the banks of the river, the banks are thirty feet high. [R/A 208]
Identification: T47. Country on northern side of Mersey River opposite western end of Den Plain. [Mersey: V01/02 H48/49]

TEEL.LER.PANG.GER
Ref: TEL.LER.PANG.GER: the river at Carrick. [R/A 184]
Identification: T48. Liffey River. [South Esk: V01/02 H00/01]

TEM.DE.LADE
Ref: TEM.DE.LADE: Betsy Island. [R/B 34]
TEMETELETTA: Betsy Island. [JM59]
Identification: T49. Betsey Island. [D'Entrecasteaux: V31/34 H38/40]

TEM.DUD.HE.KER
Ref: TEM.DUD.HE.KER: extreme NW point of VDL called Cape Grim and which Mr Curr calls MOANDA point. [R/A 146]
Identification: T50. Woolnorth Point. [Welcome: V98/99 H07/08]
TEM.MEN.WARD.DE.KER
Ref: TEM.MEN.WOW.DE.KER

TEM.MEN.WOW.DE.KER
Ref: TEM.MEN.WOW.DE.KER: the forest at the head of the Welcome River. [R/B 147]
TEM.MEN.WARD.DE.KER: the Compy cottage CG (overwritten "Bush"). [R/B 146]

Identification: T51. Head of Welcome River. [Welcome: V81/82 H09/10]

TEM.ME.TE.LAY.DE
Ref: TEM.ME.TE.LAY.DE: little island near Ironpot. B. [R/A 70]
TEM.ME.TE.LAY.DE: the little island near to Ironpot. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: T52. Betsey Island (?) [D'Entrecasteaux: V31/34 H38/40]

TEM.MET.TER LUN.GAR
Ref: TEM.MET.TER LUN.GAR: Opossum rocks, i.e. hill in angle (E) between Mole Creek and Mersey River (15/7/1834).
TEM.MET.TER LUN.GAR: a conical hill on the banks of the Mersey River south side and on the E side of Moleside creek; the side of this hill near the river rises up perpendicular from the river and is composed of limestone rock; opossums build their nests among the rocks, hence its name TEM.MET.TER which is oppossum LUNGAR is rock i.e. opossum rocks; they are rather plentiful; the top of the rock is covered with gum trees; the aboriginal female said she had often climbed the rocks for those animals; it must have been dangerous sport as the cliff is nearly perpendicular and the ledges of the rocks shelving and loose; they must depend for safety on the small shrubs or plants, which are but few. [R/A 212]

Identification: T53. Limestone hill adjacent to eastern side of entry of Mole Creek into Mersey River. [Mersey: V02/03 H46/47]

TERE.HE.WIN.NER
Ref: TERE.HE.WIN.NER: Barnes Bay. [R/B 34]


TERELBESSE
Ref: TERELBESSE: Swan Island. [JM59]

Identification: T55. Swan Island. [Swan Island: V89/91 H91/95]

TETE.THER.LUNA
Ref: TETE.THER.LUNA: Slopen Island. B. [R/A 53] [R/B 55]

Identification: T56. Sloping Island. [Prosser: V43/36 H51/53]

THA.GEN.NA
Ref: LE.BRA.LA.WAG.GE.NA
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**TLER.RE MAIR.RE.MER LUNE.NE**

Ref:  
(1) TLER.RE MAIR.RE.MER LOW  
(2) TLER.RE MAIR.RE.MER LUNE.NE: Maria Island; (1) is Brune name for the island; Mutteeler states that the TLER.RE.MAIR.RE.MER natives when their country is invaded fly to the top of the big mountain, here the Brune native follow there fight them take their females &c.  
[R/A 67]

tierra marra monah: Maria Island. [JM57]  
toarra - marra - monah: Maria Island. [JM59]

Identification: T57. *Maria Island.*  
(Maria: V67/87 H82/96)

**TID.DEE.BEEN.ER**

Ref:  
TID.DEE.BEEN.ER: site of GAR's camp at east beach on W Hunter, near a small stream (22/7/1832).

tid.de.been.er: encampment on the east side of the island (13/8/1832).

tid.de.been.er: the place I encamped on the E side of the W Hunter Island.  
[R/A 122]

(Welcome: V06/07 H11/12)

**TID.DE.GER.LANG ROUN**

Ref:  
TID.DE.GER.LANG ROUN: the little island at Macquarie Harbour.  
[R/A 164]

Identification: T59. *Grummet Island* (?)  
(Cape Sorell: V06/07 H73/74)

**TID.DE.MER**

Ref:  
TID.DE.MER: Trefoil Island.  
[R/A 131; R/B 131]

Identification: T60. *Trefoil Island.*  
(Welcome: V98/00 H03/06)

**TLER.NER.BAR.RAC.KER.TIN.NER**

Ref:  
TLER.NER.BAR.RAC.KER.TIN.NER: the rocky hill after crossing the ford at Prosser River (15/1/1831)

tler.ner.bar.rac.ker.tin.ner: tier of hills to the northward of Prosser River on the side of the river and about 5 miles from the entrance.  
[R/A 68]

tler.ner.bar.rac.ker.tin.ner: the stony hill after crossing the ford at Prosser River.  
[R/A 69]

tler.ner.bar.rac.ker.tin.ner: the stony hill after crossing the ford at Prossers River.  
[R/A 72]

tler.ner.bar.rac.ker.tin.ner: the rocky hill after crossing the ford at Prossers River.  
[OYB; R/B 59]

tler.ner.bar.rac.ker.tin.ner: the rocky hill after crossing the ford at Prossers River.  
[OYB; R/B 66]

Identification: T61. *Ryton Hills* (?)  
(Prosser: V85/90 H64/67)

**TLER.ME.LIB.BEN.NER**

Ref:  
TLER.ME.LIB.BEN.NER: steep hills after passing Oldings (15/1/1831).

tler.me.lib.ben.ner: the country where the brush fence was made.  
[OYB; R/A 66]

tler.me.lib.ben.ner: the country where the brush fence was made after passing Oldings.  
[OYB; R/A 72]

tler.me.lib.ben.ner: the country where the brush fence was made after passing Holdings.  
[OYB; R/B 59]

tler.me.lib.ben.ner: the country where the brush fence was put up.  
[OYB; R/B 66]

(Prosser: V77/80 H59/65)
TIGGANA MARRABOONA
Ref: TIGGANA MARRABOONA: Schouten Island. [JM59]
Identification: T63. Schouten Island. [Freycinet: V10/17 H01/11]

TILL.RAN.DER
Ref: TILL.RAN.DER: the river I forded where I met the stockman and before reaching Cape Henderson (7/1/1831). [R/A 62; R/B 62]
Identification: T64. Scamander River. [Georges River: V09/10 H05/06]

TIME.LE.NER
Ref: TIME.LE.NER: Table Cape (LOW.REEN.NER natives) (26/7/1830). [See also TOIN.BE.NOKE.]
TIME.LE.NER: Table Cape. NICERMEINIC. [R/A 38]
TIME.LE.NO: Table Cape. PS CG. [R/A 127; R/B 105]
TIME.LE.NER: Table Cape. NMN (NIC.ER.ME.NIC). [R/B 32]
TIME.LE.NER: Table Cape. NMN. [R/B 143]
Identification: T65. Table Cape. (Table Cape: V65/67 H93/94)

TIMGARICK
Ref: TIMGARICK: district north of Macquarie Harbour. [JM59]
Identification: T66. Vicinity of Strahan (?) [Cape Sorell: V31/33 H60/62]

TIM.MIT.TER TY.NE

TITTANARIACK
Ref: TITTANARIACK: Governors Island. [JM59]
Identification: T68. Governor Island. [Break O'Day: V63/64 H08/09]

TIT.TER.RONG.ER.TER
Ref: TIT.TER.RONG.ER.TER: the big hill at Mr Gunill's (?) farm. OYB. [R/B 59]
Identification: T69. Gunnings Sugarloaf. [Derwent: V81/82 H32/33]

TOARRA - MARRA - MONAH
Ref: TIER.RE MAIR.RE.MER LUNE.NE

TOE.BAN.NE.MOKE.KOI.YER
Ref: TOE.BAN.NE.MOKE.KOI.YER: the country where Captain Moriarty lives. [R/A 128]
TOE.BAN.HE.MOKE.KOI.YER: the country where Captain Moriarty lives. [R/B 108]
Identification: T70. Dunorlan. [Tamar: V07/08 H60/61]
TOIM.BLIN.NORE
Ref: TOIN.BE.NOKE

TOLMIT.TER
Ref: TOIM.BLIN.NORE: the place where I halted after leaving Lieutenant Hawkins and where I halted for the night close to the sea shore. Some land had been cultivated at this spot but was given up. (The above spelling has been substituted for TOIM.BLIN.NORE.) [R/B 65]

Identification: T71. Region of Rocky Waterhole. [Little Swanport: V05/06 H76/77]

TOIN.BE.NOKE
Ref: TOIN.BE.NOKE: Table Cape (PAIR.NE.LE.HOIN.NER nt) (26/7/1830).
TOIN.BEEN.NOKE: Table Cape. Jack. [R/B 32; R/B 143]
TOIN.BEEN.NOKE: Table Cape. [R/B 40]
TOIN.BLIN.NOKE: Table Cape. (Kit/Timmy/Jenny.) [R/A 185]
TOIM.BLIN.NORE: Table Cape. [R/B 52]; Table Cape. LOWREENE, MOONARTRIC. [R/B 48]

Identification: T72. Table Cape. [Table Cape: V65/67 H93/94]

TOIN.DY
Ref: TOIN.DY: Frenchmans Cap. Meeberly natives. [R/A 163]

Identification: T73. Frenchmans Cap. [Franklin: V19/20 H03/04]

TOLLUM.EN.ER.GUL.LY
Ref: TOLLUM.EN.ER.GUL.LY: Mersey River. PS. [R/B 106]

Identification: T74. Mersey River. [Forth: V41/42 H46/47]

TOM.ME.NIN.NE.VUTH.ER
Ref: TOM.ME.NIN.NE.VUTH.ER: the river where the (natives went away). Note: part in brackets deleted and "kang apples was" next line. [R/B 20]
TOL.ME.NIN.NE.VUTH.ER: river north of the river MY.NEr.ME (25/3/1830).

Identification: T75. Mulcahy River. [Port Davey: V25/26 H95/96]

TOM.MEN.RID.DIC
Ref: TOM.MEN.RID.DIC: the large river 3d. runs to the High Rocks. [R/A 164]

Identification: T76. Urquhart River. [Spero: V62/63 H69/70]

TOM.ME.NUPE
Ref: TOM.ME.NUPE: place where GAR encamped on northern side of Mount Cameron (15/7/1832).

Identification: T77. Region of Blue Bog. [Welcome: V70/71 H07/08]
Ref: TONE.DUD.DE.KER or TONE.DUD.DIC: the point 15 miles [24 km] N of Sandy Cape where the natives stop ... the lagoon where GAR saw natives on first expedition and walked up to middle in water ... there is a long sandy beach on the N side of Sandy Cape extending near to it (4/9/1833).
TONE.DID.DIC: a place between A R and PADERIDIC. [R/A 145]

Identification: T78. Richardson Point. [Sandy Cape: V32/33 H05/06]

Ref: TONE.NEN.GY: the country called South Hatfield plain SSE from Mount Pearce. [R/A 195]

Identification: T79. Hatfield Plain. [Sophia: V99/02 H83/85]

Ref: TONE.NER.RUN.YER: the big hill to the west of Merediths stock hut and opposite to it (9/1/1831).
TONE.NER.RUN.YER: the big hill to the west of Meredith's stock hut and opposite to it. [R/B 62]

Identification: T80. Lagoon Run Hill (?) [Break O'Day: V50/51 H86/87]

Ref: TONE.NER.WAR.KER.REN: Perkins Island. [R/A 131]
TONE.NER.WAR.KER.HER: Perkins Island. [R/B 132]

Identification: T81. Perkins Island. [Circular Head: V82/87 H34/40]

Ref: TO.NO NUNG.GER.LARE: the two mountains called Gog and Magog. [R/A 209]

Identification: T82. Gog Range. [Mersey: V03/06 H45/58]

Ref: TOO.GE.LOW: Port Davey. B. [R/B 22]

Identification: T83. Port Davey, south-western Tasmania.

Ref: TOO.GEE.ROENG.HE PINE.NE: Crawfish Point (HT). (Woorradedy.) [R/A 70]
TOO.GEE.ROENG.HE.PINE.NE: Crawfish Point. B. [R/B 61]

Identification: T84. Crayfish Point. [Derwent: V44/45 H28/29]

Ref: TOO.LOOL.LER.PEEN.TER: Pipers River and the name of the bark. [R/B 41]
TOO.LOOL.LER.PEEN.TER: Pipers River and the name of tea tree bark also. [R/B 139]

Identification: T85. Pipers River. [St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14]
TOO.LUM.BUN.NER.LUN.NER.LIN.NO

Ref:  TOO.LUM.BUN.NER.LUN.NER.LIN.NO: Rollands Mountain (15/7/1834).
     TOO.LUM.BUN.NER.LUN.NER.LIN.NO: Gog Mountain and is situate upon the top of
     a conical hill SSW from the extreme Western Bluff (16/7/1834). TOL.LUM.BUN.NER:  
     red ochre; LUN.NA.LIN.NO: hill. 
     TOO.LUM.BUN.NER LUN.NER.LEEN.NO: the big hill between Moleside and the
     HOO.MOO.PLINKER or the hill the natives get the red ochre from. This is a high hill
     and densely wooded as is the country all round. [R/A 184] 
     TO.LUM.BUNG.GAR: Gog Mountain. (Probel.) [R/A 206] 
     TO.LUM.BER.ER.LY.HE.LEEN.NER: Gog Mountain (Jenny). This is the celebrated spot
     where the natives get the red ochre. [R/A 209] 
     TOO.LUM.BUN.NER LUN.NER.LIN.NO: Rollands Mountain. [R/A 209] 
     TOO.LUM.EN.ER.GER: the place where the natives get the red ochre at the MR. PS.
     [R/A 127] 
     TOO.LUM.EN.ER.YER: the place where they get the red ochre at the MR. [R/B 105] 

Identification: T86. Gog Range. (Mersey: V02/03 H50/51)

TORE.RER.PUN.NER

Ref:  TORE.RER.PUN.NER: Ben Lomond. [GAR ms.] 
     TOORBUNNA: Ben Lomond. [JM59] 
     TOO.RER.BEEN.NER: Ben Lomond. [R/B 39; R/B 42] 

Identification: T87. Ben Lomond. [St Pauls: V91/05 H49/63]

TOP.PLEEN.ER.LONE.LARE

Ref:  TOP.PLEEN.ER.LONE.LARE: Vaughans farm. [R/A 184] 

Identification: T88. Old Wesley Dale. (Mersey: V99/00 H53/54)

TOP.PLEEN.NO

Ref:  LOE.NAR.PO

TORE.HE.NOKE

Ref:  RUM.MER.WINE.DID.IC (KOR.HE.NOKE)

TORE.HER.BONE.NER

Ref:  TORE.HER.BONE.NER: the north end or point of the West Hunter Island. [R/A 158] 
     TORE.HER.BONE.NER: north end of West Hunter Island (8/10/1832). 

Identification: T89. Cape Keraudren. (Three Hummock: V25/26 H11/12)

TORE.KAN.NER

Ref:  NAL.LER.WANE.NE

TORERBUNER

Ref:  TORERBUNER: Table Mountain. BRT. (21/12/1831) 

Identification: T90. Table Mountain. (Lake Sorell: V23/24 H11/12)
TORE.RER
Ref: TORE.RER: Coxes Bight. B. [R/B 22]
Identification: T91. Cox Bight. [South West Cape: V80/85 H36/42]

TORE.RER.PIN.DRUC
Ref: TORE.RER.PIN.DRUC: the long point before you come to Mount Cameron. [R/A 124]
Note: R/A entry refers to GAR’s journey from Cape Grim to the Arthur River in June 1832: TORE.RER.PIN.DRUC apparently another name for Green Point, TY.BER.LUCK.ER.
Identification: T92. Green Point. [Welcome: V69/70 H01/03]

TORE.RONE.ER
Ref: TORE.RONE.ER: the first i.e. point heavy timber open forest High Point. TAY.RID.DIC

TORE.RUN.DUN
Ref: TORE.RUN.DUN: the low point between the point at Pieman River and the high land where I took the natives (12/7/33). [R/A 172]
Identification: T94. Pennerowne Point (?) [Spero: V90/91 H56/57]

TOR.MIN.NER
Ref: TOR.MIN.NER: where I halted after leaving Lieutenant Hawkins farm and stayed for the night, close on the sea shore (12/1/1831); some land has been cultivated here but given up. [R/A 66]
Identification: T95. Region of Rocky Waterhole. [Little Swanport: V05/06 H76/77]

TOW.WEN.RIC
Ref: TOW.WEN.RIC: the pilots (LEE.LINGER). [R/A 171]
Identification: T96. Macquarie Heads. [Cape Sorell: V24/25 H52/53]

TOY.YER.NEEN.NE
Ref: TOY.YER.NEEN.NE: a thick woody country about 2 miles [3.2 km] NW of Mount Bischoff (12/6/1834).
Identification: T97. Region of Waratah River, Mount Bischoff. [Hellyer: V13/14 H76/77]

TRAAOOTA MUNATTA
Ref: ROEINRIM
TRANG.DIM
Ref: TRANG.DIM: Circular Head (RIT people). [R/B 15]
Identification: T98. Circular Head. [Circular Head: V85/87 H55/57]

TRAN.MAR.ROINE.MEN.YER
Ref: TRAN.MAR.ROINE.MEN.YER: pass in the mountain by Black Charlie's. OYB. (16/1/1831).
TROU.MER.KOME.MEN.YER: Black Charleys opening. OYB. [R/B 59]

TRAR.LER.KUM.BINE.ER
Ref: TRAR.LER.KUM.BINE.ER: the large river to the SW of Lake Echo and is the Hobart Town or Derwent River so I was informed by the natives. BRT. [R/A 117]
Identification: T100. River Dee. [Shannon: V25/26 H69/70]

TRAR.RE.ME.GOON.NER
Ref: TRAR.RE.ME.GOON.NER: Piper River. [R/B 42]
Identification: T101. Pipers River. [St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14]

TREE.ER.MID.DE.KER
Ref: TREE.ER.MID.DE.KER: a place on the west side of Robbins Island where I saw MUME.ME.RER went to him. [R/B 10]
Identification: T102. Sealers Springs. [Welcome: V89/90 H17/18]

TREE.NUR.RE.WUR
Ref: TREE.NUR.RE.WUR: the sound on (Robbins Island). [R/B 10]
Identification: T103. Robbins Passage. [Welcome: V86/92 H23/37]

TRIT.TER.RE
Ref: LOON.DER

TRI.UB.BUN.NER
Ref: TRI.UB.BUN.NER: Spring Bay where Captain McLean resides (13/1/1831).
TROI.UB.BUNNER: country at Captain McLanes. [R/A 68]
TROI.UB.BUN.NER: the country at Spring Bay where Captain McLeans farm is. [R/B 65]
Identification: T104. Triabunna. [Prosser: V93/94 H74/75]

TROE.BAIN.TER
Ref: TROE.BAIN.TER: King Georges Rocks. [R/B 58]
TROU.MER.NER PINE.NE
Ref: TROU.MER.NER PINE.NE: Kangaroo Point. B. [R/A 68]
TROU.MER.NER.PINE.NE: Kangaroo Point. [R/B 66]

TROU.NE
Ref: TROUNE: Ben Lomond country. [R/B 40]
TROUNE: country Ben Lomond. [R/B 42]
TUDEMA TURA: Ben Lomond. [Glover ms.]
Identification: T107. Fingal Valley. [St Pauls: V74/90 H60/81]

TROU.WER.NER
Ref: TROU.WER.NER: Eastern name for the great island of VDL. (Mangl.) [R/A 132]
TROU.WER.NER: VDLand. Mannalargenna. [R/B 132]

TROW.THE LE.A.T.TER
Ref: TROW.THE LE.A.T.TER: big hill or mountain to be seen from Prossers Plains and situate at Hobbs run, Big Lagoon; called Father Toms Bluff (15/1/1831).
TROW.THE.LE.A.T.TER: the big mountain opposite Mr Oldins farm called by the white people Father Toms Bluff. Mr Hobbs run is here Mr Loans etc and at the big lagoon at this mountain.
Tom says the natives get their spears and also at another place near East Bay Neck.
LE.A.T.TER: the name for a hill. [R/A 68]
TROW.THE LE.ET.TER: a large hill or mountain situate at Hobbs run, Big Lagoon. [R/B 66]
TROW.THE LE.A.T.TER: the big mountain opposite Holding Big Lagoon, called by the white people Father Toms Bluff. Loans stock run is here. Here the natives get their spears, and at another place near E Bay Neck. [R/B 66]
Identification: T109. Watts Sugarloaf (?) [Derwent: V70/71 H40/41]

TROW.WER.LINE.ER
Ref: TROW.WER.LINE.ER: Mosquito Island. [R/B 12]
Identification: T110. Walker Island. [Welcome: V00/06 H23/27]

TROW.WER.NAR
Ref: TROW.WER.NAR: Cape Barren. (TL Sall.) [R/B 49]
TROW.WER.NAR: Cape Barren. Tyreloore Sall. [R.A 46]

TROY.HE.LEEN.NER
Ref: TROY.HE.LEEN.NER: small stream opposite Mr Cotton; SW boundary of LOON.TITE.TER.MAIR.RE.LE.HOIN.NER nation (11/1/1831).
TROY.HE.LEEN.NER: the small stream opposite Mr Cotts residence this is the SW boundary of the LOON.TITE.TER.MAIR.RE.LE.HOIN.NER nation. [R/A 63]
TROY.HE.LEEN.NER: the small stream opposite Mr Cottons residence; this is the SW boundary of the LOON.TITE.TER.MAIR.RE.LE.HOIN.NER nation; at this stream the LARE.MAIR.RE.ME.NER nation commences. [R/B 63]
TROY.YER.LIN.NER: the name of the creek at Buxtons farm. [R/B 65]

Identification: T112. Kelvedon Creek. (Freycinet: V27/28 H85/86)

TRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER
Ref: PRUE.YOUTH.BIG.GEN.NER

TRUL.LEN.NUER
Ref: TRUL.LEN.NUER: Frenchmans Cap (LEE.LING.ER). [R/A 171]
Identification: T113. Frenchmans Cap. (Franklin: V19/20 H03/04)

TRUM.MER.NER PINE.NE
Ref: TRUM.MER.NER PINE.NE: the point of land the opposite side of Ralphs Bay and opposite South Arm. B. [R/A 70]
Identification: T114. Droughty Point. (Derwent: V45/46 H34/35)

TRUNG.EN.YER
Ref: TRUNG.EN.YER: place where Big River natives said to be (21/10/1831).

TRY.HAP.PEN.NER
Ref: TRY.HAP.PEN.NER: the big hill at Swan Bay. [R/B 62]
Identification: T116. Hill east of Swanwick (?) (Freycinet: V38/39 H03/04)

TRY.LER.RER
Ref: TRY.LER.RER: long sandy beach south of Point Hibbs (16/4/1830).
TRY.LER.RER: long sandy beach before reaching Point Hibbs. [R/B 6]
Identification: T117. Whitehorses Beach, Spero Bay (SW) (Spero: V79/80 H60/62)

TRY.TRAP.PEN.NER
Ref: TRY.TRAP.PEN.NER: the big hill at Swan Bay (9/1/1831).
Identification: T118. Hill east of Swanwick (?) (Freycinet: V38 H03/04)

TUGHERA WUGHATA
Ref: TUGHERA WAGHATA: Lovely Banks. [JM59]
Identification: T119. Lovely Banks. (Lake Sorell: V01/02 H18/19)

TULLUNE.NE
Ref: TAL.LOON.NE
TUNGANRICK
Ref: TUNGANRICK: Arthur River. [JM59]
Identification: T120. Arthur River. (Sandy Cape: V52/53 H03/04)

TUNG.POING.UNG.ER.TER
Ref: TUNG.POING.UNG.ER.TER: the Blue Hills at the Eastern Marshes. OYB. [R/A 120]
TUNY.POING.UNG.ER.TER: the Blue Hills. OYB. [R/B 142]
Identification: T121. Bluestone Tier. (Little Swanport: V95/01 H64/67)

TUR.RER.MUR.RER.LE.BUN.TER
Ref: TUR.RER.MUR.RER.LE.BUN.TER: Boobyalla River. [R/B 41]
Identification: T122. Ringarooma River. (Cape Portland: V74/75 H74/75)

TY.BER.LUCK.ER
Ref: TY.BER.LUCK.ER: West Point (1/7/1830).
TY.BER.LUCK.ER: West Point (sketch map = Green Point) (18/6/1832).
TYBERLUCK: (13/7/1832).
TYBERLUCKER: Green Point (14/7/1832).
TYBERLUCKER: Green Point (10/4/1834).
TY.BER.LUCK.ER: West Point. [R/A 137]
TY.BER.LUCK.ER: West Point. RIT. [R/B 17]
TY.BER.LUCK.ER: the first point. [R/B 114]
TY.BER.LUCK.ER: W Point. [R/B 145]
Identification: T123. Green Point. (Welcome: V69/70 H01/03)

TYE.ER.RIT.YER
Ref: TYE.ER.RIT.YER: the rock at the point of the Schoutens. [R/A 67; R/B 67]
Identification: T124. Taillefer Rocks. (Frycinet: V09/10 H07/09)

TY.E.R.REE
Ref: TY.E.R.REE: on the SE of the waterfall. [R/A 137]
TY.E.R.REE: the E side of the waterfall near to it. [R/B 112]
Identification: T125. Near waterfall at Studland Bay. (Welcome: v86/87 H06)

UNGHANYAHLETTA
Ref: UNGHANYAHLETTA or POORANETTERE: Mount Wellington. [JM59]

UNGHANYENNA
Ref: UNGHANYENNA: Crooked Billet and on to Dromedary. [JM 59]
Identification: U2. Crooked Billet/Mount Dromedary. (Derwent: V70/72 H09/19)
VANE.KOME.KUN.NER
Ref: VANE.KOME.KUN.NER: the PAIR.RE.BEEN.NE country extending along the coast from RING.ER.ROOM Point to the river LARN.NER.RANG.EN.NER (Jumbo N). [R/B 50]
VANE.KOME.KUN.NER: the PAIRREBEENNE country extending along the coast from Ringeroomer Point to the river LARN.NER.RANG.HE.NER (Jumbo N). [R/A 46]
Identification: V1. Country between Cape Portland and Great Musselroe River. [Swan Island: V80/90 H83/96]

VARE.TE.COOP.PEN.NER
Ref: VARE.TE.COOP.PEN.NER: Preservation Island. (Jumbo/Tanleboneyer.) [R/B 47]
VARE.TE.COOP.PEN.NER: Preservation Island. (Jumbo/Tanleboneyer.) [R/A 42]

VAR.NIT.TER
Ref: VAR.NIT.TER: the district between the Housetop and Hampshire Hills where I encamped for the night (28/4/1832). [R/A 130]
VAR.NIT.ER: the country between the Housetop Hill and the hut where I encamped for the night. [R/B 110]
Identification: V3. Region of Lake Kara (?) (28/4/32) [Hellyer: V30/32 H03/04]

VE.LOT.ER
Ref: VE.LOT.ER: St Valentines Peak (NICER.MENIC). [R/A 38]
Identification: V4. St Valentines Peak. [Hellyer: V20/21 H95/96]

VY.NUR.TER RAG.GER.LY
Ref: VY.NUR.TER RAG.GER.LY: Black Bluff Mountain. [R/A 183]

WAB.BER.RICK.KER
Ref: WAB.BER.RICK.KER: Mount Cameron. [R/B 16]
WAB.BER.RIC.KER: Mount Cameron. CG. [R/B 144]
Identification: W1. Mt Cameron West. [Welcome: V73/74 H06/07]

WAB.BER.ROKE.ER
Ref: WAB.BER.ROKE.ER: the big hill at the settlement farm. [R/A 164]
WAB.BER.ROKE.ER: Sorell Mountain (LEE.LING.ER). [R/A 171]
Identification: W2. Hill behind Farm Cove. [Franklin: V09/10 H78/79]

WABE.BEN.NER
Ref: (1) WABE.BEN.NER (2) PAN.DUKE.KE.NER: Ellinthorpe Hall. [R/A 181]
WALE.KOME.KUN.ER

Ref:  WALE.KOME.KUN.ER: Swan Island. [R/B 58]
     WALE.KOLE.KUM.MER: Swan Island. E. [R/A 60]
     WALE.KOKE.KUM.E: Swan Island. [R/B 140]
     WALE.KOLE.KUM.MER: Swan Island. E. [R/A 60]
     WAR.NE.KOME.KAR: Swan Island. [R/B 50]
     WAR.NE.KOME.KAR: Swan Island. (Tyrelore Sall). [R/A 46]

Identification: W4. Swan Island. [Swan Island: V89/91 H91/95]

WALE.LE.LA.BAC.KEN.NER

Ref:  WALE.LE.LA.BAC.KEN.NER: Gatehouses farm (13/1/1831).
     WALE.LE.LA.BAC.KEN.NER: the country where Mr Gatehouse farm is and where two
     whitemen are buried who was killed by the natives. [R/B 65]

Identification: W5. Grindstone Bay. [Little Swanport: V00/02 H81/83]

WALE.RAN.YE

Ref:  WALE.RAN.YE: the high rocky point between Crawfish Point and Little Sandy Bay.
     (Worradedy.) [R/A 69]
     WALE.RAN.YE: the high rocky point between Crawfish Point and Little Sandy Bay. B.
     [R/B 61]


WARE.HE.BE.NUKE

Ref:  WARE.HE.BE.NUKE: the West Hunter Island. [R/A 159]

Identification: W7. Hunter Island. (Welcome: V02/26 H05/13)

WAR.KER.RUNE.NO

Ref:  WAR.KER.RUNE.NO: Mersey River. [R/A 202]


WAR.LAT.TER

Ref:  WAR.LAT.TER: the country at Campbell Town belonging to the
     TY.ER.RER.NOTE.PAIR.NER nation. [R/A 116]
     WAW.LAT.TER: the country at Campbell Town (20/10/1831).


WAR.LOUN.DIG.ER.LER

Ref:  WAR.LOUN.DIG.ER.LER: Cradle Mountain. [R/A 201]
     WAY (WHY).LIN.UN.DICK.A.LAR: Cradle Rock. [R/B 202]

WAR.NIT.TER
Ref:  WAR.NIT.TER: the hill called the Housetop.  [R/A 130]
WAR.NIT.TER: the hill called the Housetop at the Surrey Hills.  (Wild Mary.)
(c.f. VAR.NIT.TER).  [R/B 110]


WARRENTINNA
Ref:  WARRENTINNA: country extending back from Ringarooma township.  [JM59]


WAR.ROUN.RIM
Ref:  WAR.ROUN.RIM: river joining sea north of High Rocky Point (12/5/1833).
WAR.ROUN.RIM: where I slept twice.  [R/A 164]


WAR.TER.RER.KAR.DOUL.ER
Ref:  WAR.TER.RER.KAR.DOUL.ER: Forester River.  CP.  [R/A 105]

Identification: W14.  Great Forester River.  (St Patricks: V60/61 H37/38)

WAR.WOOL.ER.NUN.NE
Ref:  WAR.WOOL.ER.NUN.NE: Mersey River.  (N. Jen.)  [R/A 183]

Identification: W15.  Mersey River.  (Forth: V41/42 H46/47)

WATERBIM
Ref:  WATERBIM: Ordnance Point, the long point (2/9/1832).
WATERBIM: "came to the large clear water lagoon about ten miles [16 km] from the
Arthur and near to Ordnance Point, called by the natives WATERBIM" (9/3/1834).
WATERBIM: Ordnance Point referred to as campsite that night, "the old place"
(27/3/1834).
WATERBIM: Ordnance Point (8/4/1834).
WAUGH.TER.BIM: Sandy Cape.  [R/A 138]
WATERBIM: Kit says that Sandy Cape is called PADE.RID.DE.KER and that Ordnance
Point is called WATERBIM.  [R/A 147]
VAUGH.TER.BIM: nearest to MAY.DIM or at the Arthur River.  [R/B 115]

Identification: W16.  Sundown Point.  (Sandy Cape: V45/46 H03/04)

WATER.ME.DENE.YER
Ref:  WATER.ME.DENE.YER: the country at Ringerooma.  [R/A 79]

Identification: W17.  Ringerooma district.  (Forester: V33/35 H60/63)

WATER.TUR.RICK
Ref:  WATER.TUR.RICK: the hill where the waterfall is a tumbledown.  CG.  [R/A 125]
WATER.TUR.RICK: the hill where the water tumbles down.  [R/B 120]

Identification: W18.  S end Topped Bluff.  (Welcome: V86/87 H05/06)
WATTRA KAROOLA

Ref: WATTRA KAROOLA: Pipers River. [JM59]
Identification: W19. Pipers River. [St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14]

WA.WIN.HE LY.LARE

Ref: WA.WIN.HE LY.LARE: Forth River. [R/A 127]
WA.WIN.HE LY.LARE: Forth River. [R/B 106]
Identification: W20. River Forth. [Forth: V43/44 H37/38]

WAYAREE

Ref: WAYAREE: Satellite Island. [JM59]

WAY.BUL.LE.NOON

Ref: WAY.BUL.LE.NOON: the point NW of Studland Bay. [R/A 125]
WAY.BUL.LE.NOON: the NW point of Studland Bay. [R/B 120]
Identification: W22. Bluff Point. [Welcome: V85/86 H05]

WAY (WHY).LIN.UN.DICK.A.LAR

Ref: WAY (WHY).LIN.UN.DICK.A.LAR: Cradle rock. [R/B 202]

WAY.NEN.DE

Ref: WAY.NEN.DE: the spot at Highfield where Mr Currs house is. [R/A 130; R/B 111]

WAY.NER.MEEN.NUKE

Ref: WAY.NER.MEEN.NUKE: West Hunter. [R/A 131]
WAY.NER.MEEN.NUKE: the West Hunter. [R/B 132]
Identification: W25. Hunter Island. [Welcome: V02/26 H05/13]

WAY.TER.KO.BUN.ER

Ref: WAY.TER.KO.BUN.ER: Waterhouse Island. [Umanah.] [R/A 110]

WEE.BONE.NE.TIN.KER

Ref: WEE.BONE.NE.TIN.KER: lake in Cradle valley (25/6/1834).
WEE.BONE.NE.TIN.KER: name of the lake where the Forth River takes its rise.
[R/A 201]
WEE.BONE.NE.TINKER: Forth River. [R/A 202]
Identification: W27. Lake Dove. [Sophia: V86/89 H13/14]
WEE.LEE.TET.TER

Ref: WEE.LEE.TET.TER: the river where Black Joe was lost on the north coast (28/9/1830). [R/B 46]
     WEE.LEE.TET.TER: river where Black Joe was lost. [R/B 139]


WEE.LE.MIN.ER.NER

Ref: WEE.LE.MIN.ER.NER: the big lagoon where the people got the swans eggs near Forester River eastward of the entrance. CP. [R/A 105]

     (Cape Portland: V59/61 H42/44)

WEE.TAC.EN.NER

Ref: WEE.TAC.EN.NER: the Nile rivulet that runs past Barclays or Wm Bryants hut where I encamped. [R/A 182]

Identification: W30. Nile River at Nile. (South Esk: V89/90 H27/28)

WEE.TOWL.LER.MAY.NY.BONE.NER.ME.NAN.YER

Ref: WEE.TOWL.LER.MAY.NY.BONE.NER.ME.NAN.YER: Boomer Creek. [R/A 65]
     WEE.TOWL.LER.MAY.NY.BONE.NER.MINANYER: Boomer Creek. [R/B 65]

Identification: W31. Boomer Creek. (Little Swanport: V15/16 H80/81)

WEE.YOU

Ref: WEE.YOU: Rocky Cape. [R/A 185]

Identification: W32. Rocky Cape. (Table Cape: V76/77 H73/74)

WEIAWENENA

Ref: WEIAWENENA: Mount Zeehan. [JM59]

Identification: W33. Mount Zeehan. (Pieman: V56/57 H60/61)

WIM.MER.TER.WALE.HEN.NOR

Ref: WIM.MER.TER.WALE.HEN.NOR: St Patricks Head. [R/B 43]
     WUM.MER.TER.WALE.NEN.NOR: St Patricks Head. [R/B 58]

Identification: W34. St Patricks Head. (Break O'Day: V96/97 H02/04)

WIN.NIB.BE.LER

Ref: WIN.NIB.BE.LER: the point of land before reaching GO.NO.VAR opposite MIN.NER.REN or Rocky Point. [R/B 21]
     WIN.NIB.BE.LER: the point of land before reaching Rocky Point (25/3/1830).

WOB.BER.RICK.ER
Ref: WOB.BER.RICK.ER: Mount Cameron (15/7/1832).
WOB.BER.RICK.ER: Mount Cameron. [R/A 132]
WOB.ER.RICKER: Mount Cameron. [R/A 137]
WOB.BRICK.ER: Mount Cameron. [R/B 130]
Identification: W36. Mount Cameron West. [Welcome: V73/74 H06/07]

WOLLER.WER.LI
Ref: WOLLER.WER.LI: the country at New Norfolk. [R/A 71]
WOLLER.WER.LI: country at New Norfolk. [R/B 60]
Identification: W37. New Norfolk. [Derwent: V62/64 H05/06]

WONG.EN.DRUM
Ref: WONG.EN.DRUM: the low point after leaving the waterfall that projects out into the sea on the SE side. [R/A 137]
WONG.EN.DRUM: the low point after leaving the waterfall that projects into the sea E side the bay. [R/B 113]
Identification: W38. Dodgers Point (?) [Welcome: V82/83 H05/06]

WONG.EN.TER.PINE.DER
Ref: WONG.EN.TER.PINE.DER: Waterloo Point (11/1/1831).
WONG.EN.TER.PINE.DER: Waterloo Point. [R/A 63]
WONG.EN.TER.PINE.DER: Waterloo Point. [R/B 62]
Identification: W39. Waterloo Point. [Freycinet: V35/36 H89/90]

WONG.GER.RIM
Ref: WONG.GER.RIM: between Mount Cameron and Cape Grim. CG. [R/B 12]
WONG.GER.RIM: between Mount Cameron and Cape Grim. [R/B 16]
WONG.GER.RIM: the sandy beach between Mount Cameron and Cape Grim. [R/B 145]
Identification: W40. Two Mile Sand. [Welcome: V74/77 H07/08]

WOOL.LUN.NEN.GAR
Ref: WOOL.LUN.NEN.GAR: Surrey Hills. [R/A 185]
Identification: W41. Surrey Hills, Van Diemen's Land Company. [Hellyer lower central; Sophia upper central region.]

WOOL.LUN.NER.LY
Ref: WOOL.LUN.NER.LY: the country at the Forth River on the E side so called from the forest of gum trees at this place. WULUNNER.LY is the name for gum tree. Hence at the ford of the Forth E side is a forest of gums whence the natives have named the country. [R/A 202]
WOOL.LUN.NER: country at the Mersey River. [R/A 203]
Identification: W42. Lorinna. [Mersey: V00/01 H27/28]
WORE.KEN.ER
Ref: (1) WORE.KEN.ER (2) WORE.ER.KER.TER (3) LEE.HAR.RA.WAY.TAR: Waterhouse Island. [R/B 58]
Identification: W43. Waterhouse Island. (Cape Portland: V81/86 H51/55)

WORE.KER.LON.YER PINE.NER
Ref: WORE.KER.LON.YER PINE.NER: the high bluff at Maria Island. B. [R/A 67]
WORE.KER.LON.YER.PINE.NER: the high bluff mountain at Maria Island. [R/B 66]
Identification: W44. Mount Maria (?) [Maria: V80/81 H90/92]

WORE.KAR.LEN.NER
Ref: LUE.BER.RER.NEN.NER

WORE.KER.LOW.WEEGE.WANE.NE
Ref: WORE.KER.LOW.WEEGE.WANE.NE: Maria Island. [R/A 54]
WORE.KER.LOW.WEEGE.WANE.NE: Maria Island. [R/B 56]
Identification: W45. Maria Island. (Maria - Maria Island.)

WORE.NER.BEEN.BE.YOU.ER
Ref: WORE.NER.BEEN.BE.YOU.ER: West Hunter. RIT. [R/B 14]
WORE.NER.BEEN.BE.YOU.ER: West Hunter. [R/B 146]
Identification: W46. Hunter Island. (Welcome: V02/26 H05/13)

WORE.RER.BELO.HE.NIP
Ref: WORE.RER.BELO.HE.NIP: the hill at the end of the north beach. [R/A 172]
Identification: W47. Unnamed hill between Trial Harbour and Little Henty River (?) [Pieman: V51/57 H48/52]

WORE.ROME.MEN.NER
Ref: WORE.ROME.MEN.NER: place where Big River natives said to be (21/10/1831).

WORE.ROME PINE.DER
Ref: WORE.ROME PINE.DER: point of hill at Paddy Harts. [R/A 65]
WORE.ROME.PINE.DER: the point of a hill at Paddy Harts. [R/B 65]

WORE.TER.RER.KER.TOULD.ER
Ref: WORE.TER.RER.KER.TOULD.ER: Pipers River. [R/B 57]
Identification: W50. Pipers River. (St Patricks: V59/60 H13/14)
WORE.WOT.ER.MORE.TER.MOON.ER
Ref: WORE.WOT.ER.MORE.TER.MOON.ER: Little Piper River (28/8/1831).
WORE.WOT.ER.MORE.TER.MOON.ER: Little Piper River. M CP. [R/A 110]
WORE.WOT.ER.MORE.TER.MOON.ER: Little Piper River. [R/B 135]

WORE.WOT.ER.PEEN.DER
Ref: WORE.WOT.ER.PEEN.DER: point on W side of Little Piper River (28/8/1831).
WORE.WOT.ER.PEEN.DER: the small point at Little Piper River at the west side. M CP. [R/A 110]
WORE.WAT.ER.PEEN.DER: the point at Little Piper River. [R/B 135]
Identification: W52. Western entrance of Little Pipers River. [St Patricks: V61/62 H16/17]

WUGGATENA MENENNYA
Ref: WUGGATENA MENENNYA: Doctors Creek (East Coast). [JM59]
Identification: W53. Doctors Creek. [Break O'Day: V78/79 H06/07]

WUGGATENA POEENTA
Ref: WUGGATENA POEENTA: Long Point. [JM59]
Identification: W54. Long Point. [Break O'Day: V77/78 H08/09]

WULLEMERLY
Ref: WULLEMERLY: country on E side of Forth River at old VDL Co crossing, so called from the forest of gum trees (3/7/1834).
Identification: W55. Forth River at Lorinna. [Mersey: V00/01 H27/28]

WUR.LEN.ER.LY
Ref: WUR.LEN.ER.LY: the cataract of 2 miles N of Middlesex Plain; this scenery is picturesque and romantic, has 3 falls called the Fall River. [R/A 201]
Identification: W56. Fall River, Middlesex Plains. [Sophia: V02/05 H15/16]

WY.DE.MOKE
Ref: WY.DE.MOKE: the long point beyond the Rocky Boat Harbour, W Hunter. [R/A 157]
Identification: W57. Wallaby Point. [Welcome: V13/14 H05/06]

WY.GARE.WE
Ref: WY.GARE.WE: Chilton (5/6/1834).
WYE.GARE.WE: Chilton at the cottage. [R/A 194]
Identification: W58. Chilton. [Hellyer: V13/14 H89/90]
WY.KAY.VEVE.HE.NO
Ref: WY.KAY.VEVE.HE.NO: the country where I met the Oyster Bay and Big River tribes.
PS. [R/A 127]
WY.KAY.WERE.HE: the country where I met the BRT. [R/B 105]

WYE.LAT.TER
Ref: WYE.LAT.TER, WY.LAT.TER: (15/7/1834).
WYLATTER: Moleside Creek (25/7/1834).
WYE.LAT.TER: Moleside Creek. [R/A 207; R/A 209]
Identification: W60. Mole Creek. [Mersey: V02/03 H45/46]

WY.UM.BEEN.ER
Ref: WY.UM.BEEN.ER: encampment on SW side on a small hill on borders of lake (?).
BRT (21/12/1831).
WY.UM.BAN.ER: the small hill at the back of the Crescent Lake NE and joining to Table Mountain. BRT. [R/A 119]
Identification: W61. Dogs Head Tier. [Lake Sorell: V34/39 H19/21]

WY.YARE.ROE.BY
Ref: WY.YARE.ROE.BY: the bridge past McCaskers called by the whites Dolleriam.
[R/A 184]
Identification: W62. Meander River at Deloraine. [Meander: V02/03 H71/72]

YER.MAN.NUN.YER
Ref: YER.MAN.NUN.YER: the river at Mr Harts farm. [R/A 64]
Identification: Y1. Wye River. [Freycinet: V41/43 H85/87]

YING.IN.NER
Ref: YING.IN.NER: the Great Lake. Washington. [A7033(3)]
Identification: Y2. Great Lake. [Meander: V51/76 H73/87]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place Name</th>
<th>Reference Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bruny Island</td>
<td>K1/L72/L100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break O'Day</td>
<td>L32/L99/M34/T68/T80/W34/W53/W54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Portland</td>
<td>L3/L10/L39/L44/L93/M48/N11/N11/N24/N43/P6/P96/R27/T14/T30/T122/W26/W29/W43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Sorell</td>
<td>D11/L5/L53/M22/N36/P5/P10/P26/P31/P63/P71/R31/T59/T66/T96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular Head</td>
<td>D15/D17/K15/L17/L29/L108/M3/M4/M6/M16/M36/M42/M53/M58/N7/N23/N29/P8/P9/P13/P15/P27/P35/P40/P42/P55/P74/P97/R9/R38/R39/T4/T34/T36/T40/T44/T81/T98/W24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conical Rocks</td>
<td>L45/L110/T98/R21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Entrecasteaux</td>
<td>B4/D6/G1/G6/K12/L36/L73/L83/L84/L88/M27/M50/M65/M67/N33/N48/P23/P72/P78/P85/P90/R3/R5/R10/R14/R22/R33/T6/T15/T43/T49/T52/T54/W21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrester</td>
<td>K30/L22/L96/R29/W12/W17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth</td>
<td>L8/L24/L105/M11/N17/P17/P37/R16/T8/T19/T74/W8/W15/W20/W28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin</td>
<td>M20/T73/T113/W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freycinet</td>
<td>D9/K22/L19/L37/M13/M19/M39/M63/O3/P19/P34/P80/P81/P83/R26/R30/T31/T63/T112/T116/T118/T124/W39/W49/Y1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georges Bay</td>
<td>D14/K4/K39/L14/L95/M26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georges River</td>
<td>T64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellyer</td>
<td>B7/D12/I1/K9/K28/K31/L11/L21/L35/L49/L109/M49/M64/N4/N13/N14/N15/N30/P38/P39/P54/P60/T46/T97/V3/V4/V5/W11/W41/W58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huon</td>
<td>L4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Barron</td>
<td>T18/T111/V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Sorell</td>
<td>D3/G5/K26/K41/L55/L98/M1/M40/T90/T119/W3/W61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Swanport</td>
<td>D16/K3/K23/L60/L77/M14/M28/M57/P52/P76/P92/R8/R15/T2/T33/T71/T95/T121/W5/W31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>R20/T57/W44/W45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meander</td>
<td>C1/K24/L23/L54/M10/T29/W62/Y2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mersey</td>
<td>D2/D4/H14/K14/K25/K32/K33/L48/L56/N37/P25/P28/P49/T22/T47/T53/T67/T82/T86/T88/W42/W55/W60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninth Island</td>
<td>H1/P75/P95/T16/T25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nive</td>
<td>L33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old River</td>
<td>K37/L50/L62/L64/L75/M9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga</td>
<td>C4/L80/N21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pieman</td>
<td>B3/L27/C3/M7/M21/N16/R17/W33/W47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Davey</td>
<td>G3/L106/M2/M66/N34/P18/P84/T75/T83/P84/W35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosser</td>
<td>L7/L34/LA7/L57/L67/L70/L79/L91/L92/L97/M29/M62/N31/P91/T35/T56/T61/T62/T99/T104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Cape</td>
<td>K7/K16/L20/L51/M17/M41/M43/M46/M61/N10/N46/N49/N50/P1/P4/P14/P22/P99/R18/R32/T28/T78/T120/W16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon</td>
<td>B1/D18/L81/M15/M32/N39/R2/T100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia</td>
<td>B6/D1/D5/C2/C7/K13/L12/L43/M37/M54/M55/N8/P36/P69/T79/W10/W23/W27/W41/W56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East Cape</td>
<td>L42/L101/L107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Esk</td>
<td>K38/L59/M47/N40/N41/P30/P67/P68/P82/T42/T48/W9/W30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West Cape</td>
<td>D10/K21/P53/T91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spero</td>
<td>H2/K6/M25/M33/M44/N22/N27/N45/T76/T94/T117/W13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Patricks</td>
<td>D13/K29/M8/M59/M60/O1/P33/P50/P61/P66/P89/R25/T26/T41/T85/T101/W14/W19/W50/W51/W52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Pauls</td>
<td>B9/L69/L87/L102/L103/M24/R37/T87/T107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Bay</td>
<td>P87/T45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan Island</td>
<td>B5/L6/L9/L15/L16/L30/L40/L65/L74/L89/L90/N2/N20/P41/P86/P96/T13/T30/T55/T105/V1/W4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Cape</td>
<td>K11/K35/L18/L86/L111/M45/N28/O2/P24/P29/P32/P43/P45/P48/P58/T11/T65/T72/W32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar</td>
<td>K19/K40/L2/L61/L76/L78/L94/M52/N12/N42/P7/P64/P77/T5/T70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>L58/T108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Hummock</td>
<td>K20/M31/N32/N47/P51/P70/R24/T10/T17/T89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyenna</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Determinable</td>
<td>P59/R36/T27/T93/T115/W48/W59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title and Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligan, J.</td>
<td>Vocabulary of dialects of Aboriginal tribes of Tasmania. <em>Pap. Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasm.</em>, 3 (1859), pp.239-274 (place names, pp.270-271). Milligan's list of place names was reprinted in Fenton, J. <em>A history of Tasmania</em>. (Hobart, 1884.) Note: this vocabulary was first published in 1857 in Tasmania, Legislative Council, vol. 1, paper 7 (1856); this version is somewhat shorter, but does not differ materially from the 1859 publication.</td>
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